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INTRODUCTION

I would like to start with what I understand to be a highly personal investment in nonrealistic fiction. Speculative fiction remains my favorite form of literature. Growing up, I
admired the creative and imagistic nature of stories, movies, and photos that depicted people and
places that exist outside of reality. I was drawn to these narratives because of the desire to see
worlds where I could transform into the courageous hero or heroine of a tale. Generally,
speculative fiction gains popular ground in this particular aspect: In Science Fiction (SF), the
explorer goes off on a mission to uncover strange new worlds; in Fantasy, the dreamer is given
the noble, life-changing quest; and in horror, the hero escapes, or succumbs, to the hellish
nightmare of a terrorizing foe. The relationship between the power of the chosen and life‘s
dubious obstacles is deeply embedded within the psyche of history in this country. From older
notions of manifest destiny to more modern concepts of individual industry, literature continues
to uphold the lofty imaginative projection of change and personal ingenuity.
However, as I have learned more, my understanding of speculative literatures has grown
in complexity. I began to see that while the stories that I admired were nurturing to my
imagination, they were less reflective of the images familiar to me in daily life. In fantasy fiction,
the fair triumphed and the dark, their physicality deciding their ideological morality, were
vanquished. Similarly, canonical science fiction depicted the normative white male scientist or
explorer who encountered the fearsome non-communicative extraterrestrial. While enjoying the
premise of these stories, I was unable to see the image of African-American culture represented
in any of these stories, which led me to believe that my daydreams of being ―chosen‖ were sadly
precluded before they even began; this was not a space meant for me and others like me to

occupy, but instead to observe. Rather than combat questions of race and history, this marked
omission of blackness represented an erasure of its own. As I read more fiction, I saw my
literate world beginning to separate into two camps: Black historical realist fiction that centered
on social justice and speculative fiction that lacked people of color. It was not until much later
that I learned that black and white writers in both SF and fantasy were attempting to combat
these restrictive narratives. To use Jessica Langer‘s interview with Caribbean SF author Nalo
Hopkinson regarding narratives of color in speculative fiction, I was made aware that ―‗...it‘s like
there should be an elephant, but instead, there‘s an elephant-shaped hole‖ (1). This ―elephantshaped hole,‖ a void that demanded to be filled, led me to question whether black people
participated at all in this literary form, and how that participation performs.
I found my answer in Sheree R. Thomas‘ Dark Matter volumes. In the preface to Dark
Matter: A Century of Speculative Fiction from the African Diaspora, Thomas writes, ―By the
same token, an examination of African diasporic speculative fiction from the past century may
shed new light on both the SF genre and the mainstream literary canon. Like dark matter, the
contributions of black writers to the SF genre have not been directly observed or fully explored‖
(xi). Thomas‘ comparison of black SF to dark matter is essential to my understanding of the
specialization within the genre. Novels like Kindred by Octavia Butler and Samuel Delany‘s
Stars in My Pocket like Grains of Sand introduced me to the emergence of African-American
themes within speculative fiction. Alternate futures, time travel, and alien planets are staples to
the American literate and entertainment traditions, cementing the genre‘s station within our
popular cultural reality. However, I knew that works penned by Afro-writers accomplished
something that underpinned and often lay beyond the grand narratives of Star Trek and Dune
that, respectively, promoted utopian post-racial societies still plagued by the civilizing mission of
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colonialism, or the freeing of indigenous people by a white male messiah. These anthologies
fueled my desire to begin this project, starting with the academic history of Science Fiction and
the breakdown of its various sub-genres and modes of thought. With particular emphasis on SF,
I argue that as opposed to Darko Suvin‘s estimation of SF being the only fantastic literature of
rationality, emphasized in his theory of ―cognitive estrangement‖ in Metamorphoses of Science
Fiction, I believe that the core of black SF is predicated on the inclusion of fantasy and a cultural
aestheticized mythology. Rather than providing an exclusionary basis that privileges Africandiasporic writing, my intent is to show that the inclusion of black voices and their variant
functions transforms the genre into a much more useful and complete picture of history, social
change, and social justice. Since it is impossible for a total reclamation of nativist or nationalistic
sentiments due to forced migration and colonialism, black writers within the diaspora must
constantly imagine history and time where pockets of it have been completely erased due to the
existence of chattel bondage and trauma. This process is transformative and therapeutic, not just
for the race or cultures from which these stories generate, but for all who participate in learning
to acknowledge the past in order to see beyond it. Thus, black SF/fantasy literature gives space
for teachable moments: the writing becomes pedagogically valuable to our present experiences.
I use Darko Suvin‘s Metamorphoses of Science Fiction (1979) to understand the nature of
the SF genre as a whole. Suvin‘s approach to SF esteems the critical makeup of the genre
through his theory of ―cognitive estrangement,‖ arguing that the setting and events of such
stories imaginatively distance readers from their normative empirical environments while
presenting logical and relevant scientific outcomes that privilege the genre as progressively and
inherently critical: ―SF is, then, a literary genre whose necessary and sufficient conditions are the
presence and interaction of estrangement and cognition, and whose main formal device is an
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imaginative framework alternative to the author‘s empirical environment‖ (7-8). I show the
limits of Suvin‘s work in relation to how Afrodisasporic writers participating within the genre
since Suvin discourages generic hybridity in relation to SF by deeming it a pseudo-critical form
loaded with dangerous ideology that is seemingly anti-progressive. Suvin states, ―SF is thus
metaempirical and non-naturalistic, that is, an estranged literary genre which is not at the same
time metaphysical‖ (20). The distinction between metaphysical and estranging literature is
essential to his privileging of the SF genre. However, Afro writers utilize a literary hybridity
that accounts for several metaphysical intersections within their work in the name of progress. I
draw on China Mieville‘s ―Afterword: Cognition as Ideology‖ to scaffold my argument since
Mieville‘s essay proposes that Suvin‘s demonization of fantasy fiction in favor of SF restricts the
critical horizons that Suvin himself attempts to expand in his concept of the novum, or literary
newness. Since Mieville understands that SF is as equally ideological as Fantasy, he reasons that
critical evaluation is necessary for both genres, and the distinction between the two is tenuous at
best: ―At the same sociological at which SF and fantasy continue to be distinguished, the
boundaries between them also—if anything at an accelerating pace—continue to erode‖ (244).
These dissolving boundaries are showcased in the black speculative imagination as Afrodiasporic writers create new terms to classify the great work that they are doing to reshape the
genre.
From there, I utilize generic blending expressed in Jessica Langer‘s Postcolonialism and
Science Fiction where she explores several works by people of color that depict the intersections
of post-colonialism and SF. Her research explores diaspora, history, and generic hybridity as the
vehicles for healing and change: ―History, diaspora, otherness and alienation, clashes of
worldview and hybridity…each represents a point of recuperation, of exit, of potential synthesis
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(10). I show that her argument for hybridity is essential to Afro-diasporic writing. I also draw on
Ytasha L. Womack‘s Afrofuturism: The World of Black Sci-Fi and Fantasy Culture to outline the
goals of Afrofuturism from creative and sociological standpoints and the genre‘s origin in
relation to mainstream speculative fictions, or as Womack points out, ―Afrofuturists redefine
culture and notions of blackness for today and the future‖ (9). While Afrofuturism exists as the
umbrella term for black speculative fiction, I believe that the underlying foundations of these
texts are the differing views on how to address utopia.
In addition, Isiah Lavender III‘s work, Race in American Science Fiction, has helped to
draw useful understandings of points of erasure and Othering in American Science fiction. I use
his work in order to establish a niche in which black writers answer the call to recasting concepts
of racial others, slavery, capital, and historical awareness where he believes that ―Science fiction
provides the framework for this understanding of race and racism, and otherhood provides the
appropriate language to grasp what is going on culturally‖ (212). Alongside Lavender‘s
argument I draw upon John Rieder‘s Colonialism and the Emergence of Science Fiction to
demonstrate the colonialist origins of the genre while showing that ―every text produces within
itself a set of generic values in tension with and interaction upon one another‖ (18). I
demonstrate the relationship between this embedded colonialism and Afro writers‘ attempts to
resist this imperialism in some ways while unwittingly reproducing this ideology in others. This
reproduction is not a mark against the work, but instead offers an insight into the dialogical
nature of demanding inclusion, assimilation, and later resistance entailed in the Afro-diasporic
experience.
Equally, the framework of Utopia helps me to frame understandings of each work in their
attempts to confound static notions of the past in favor of reshaping our present reality. Ruth
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Levitas‘ Utopia as Method critically claims the construction of various utopian thought,
including the literary utopia which informs how to use the utopian impulse as a sociological,
political, and historical tool to incite change, to which Levitas believes that utopia is ―a quest for
wholeness, for being at home in the world‖ (12). Further, Phillip E. Wegner‘s Shockwaves of
Possibility: Essays on Science Fiction, Globalization, and Utopia provides a connection between
globalization and the utopian premise of science fiction as the way to confront the changing
society and technological advancement, where ―the machinery of science fiction is again
retooled in order to make it responsive to the emerging realities of globalization‖ (xvii).
Understanding globalization via the African Diaspora links Wegner‘s position on SF to the
argument that I make within this project.
In addition, Afrofuturism‘s necessary use of utopia is strengthened by Bill Ashcroft‘s
Utopianism in Postcolonial Literatures. Ashcroft‘s work discusses the tension between Utopia‘s
roles in European ideological expansionism, which is steeped in utopian aims, and what it means
for postcolonial subjects to participate in said genre if at the heart of the postcolonial utopia is
the aim to resist the colonizer‘s ideological narrative: ―Postcolonial utopianism began with anticolonial utopias that focused on the prospect of an independent nation, but the postcolonial
vision of utopia has become the persistent belief in a transformed future‖ (4). Ashcroft invokes
Bloch‘s novum in order to establish that the distant horizon of the future is essential to
postcolonial consciousness as a sociological way forward, reasoning that Bloch ―not only offered
the most thoroughgoing theorization of utopia but he remained a passionate believer in the
possibility of social transformation…‖ (6). These books and many other scholarly sources have
helped me to understand the niche that black SF occupies to change previously held visions of
the future where people of color and their unique cultures are absent. The utopian idealization of
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gathering historical sites of trauma and healing them through imaginative cognitive estrangement
while overlaying them with metaphysical aesthetics derived from a longing for native African
cultures unbroken by the transatlantic slave trade is essential to understanding how the genre is
shaped and enhanced by black writers.
Thus, the fusion of the cognitive and the fantastic is not a move toward generic dilution,
but instead offers these same writers avenues to engage in showing the continuity between past,
present, and future in favor of making comments about issues of social and political justice.
Using magic and science together opens the liminal space that Afro-diasporic writers must
occupy in order to contemplate the multiple discourses of race, class, culture, and futurity. In this
project, I explore the multiplicity of utopian constructions in order to demonstrate that
Afrofuturism‘s hopeful optimism is a lesson for our present and future realities. Each illustration
of the desire for utopia performs a necessary critique and evaluation of time in relation to
historical constructivism that is insightful for all readers who must understand, in full, the myriad
stories of how the African diaspora has shaped and transformed speculative fiction. Afrofuturism
especially offers to the world an attempt to think globally through excavations of the past, and
therefore, joins other prevalent forms of literature to address an age that has become troubled by
imagining a step further than the present moment as outlined in the following chapters.
The first chapter of my thesis explores the first novel of N. K. Jemisin‘s Broken Earth
Trilogy. Many authors within the African diaspora utilize concepts of magic and culturally based
mythology as vehicles for futurity and social-scientific possibility. N. K. Jemisin‘s The Fifth
Season complicates notions of race, sexuality, nativism, utopia and apocalypse by introducing
characters that inhabit a land called ―The Stillness‖ who possess the genetic ability to manipulate
and create powerful seismic activity in a world that uses mysticism and lore to maintain a rigid
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socio-economic caste system based around the enslavement of the magical Orogenes (4-5). As a
Hugo Award winning novel, The Fifth Season is an intersection of both SF and Fantasy, which
may be startling and refreshing to readers who feel that the emphasis on fixed genres has become
complacent and pedantic, unable to address the historical present. Similarly, scholars like China
Mieville have questioned the historical materiality that allows these genres to be reified, yet he
and others call for the dissolution of boundaries that will refresh understandings of the field. I
unpack the generic hybridity of Jemisin‘s novel while arguing that hybridity problematizes the
rigid constraints of genre itself in order to create new visions of Suvin‘s novum.
The second chapter examines Nisi Shawl‘s Everfair. Everfair depicts an alternative
historical account of a multinational alliance that creates a utopian socialist society in the heart of
the Congo in order to end the atrocities of King Leopold II‘s reign. Piecing together existing
historical factions, Shawl imagines that the use of steam technology thwarts the African
holocaust by saving Africans from both maiming and slaughter in Leopold II‘s rubber camps. In
addition, the most famous work of literary fiction depicting the terrors of the Congo has been
Joseph Conrad‘s Heart of Darkness. Seen as highly controversial, Conrad‘s novella imbues the
African interior with a mysterious and evil darkness acting as the antithesis to civilization.
Shawl‘s work stands as a direct refutation of the description of the Congo that Conrad gives. At
the heart of her work is the utopian desire to acknowledge and to heal the narratives of the lost
voices of the Congolese while overlaying postmodern notions of diversity onto the historical
framework. Using the subgenre of SteamPunk, this novel is urgent for all readers while
satisfyingly appropriate for black readers since the majority of the SteamPunk genre is devoted
to idealizing a Victorian past that avoids direct confrontation with slavery, genocide, and
imperialism. While championing the lofty goals of racial and class diversity as a means to social
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and economic change, Everfair contemplates the achievements and limits of ideological
diversity, techno-culture, and the postmodern conflict of global identity.
In the third and final chapter of this project, I discuss Nnedi Okorafor‘s novella Binti,
which fuses together African mysticism and tribal heritage in Earth‘s far-reaching future. The
eponymous protagonist hails from the Himba people of Namibia and is invited to study at the
intergalactic Oomza University as a gifted mathematician, scientist, and inventor. The story
complicates past encounters with Western knowledge as the natural path to forward progression
for typically white male protagonists, which, according to John Rieder, is inherent in science
fiction space exploration tales, where he states, ―I want to show that [colonialism] is part of the
genre‘s texture, a persistent, important component of its displaced history, its engagement in
ideological production...‖ (15). However, aligning Suvinian theory against itself, the novella
estranges the cognitive by turning technology into magic and normalizes estrangement by using
Himba traditions to understand alien encounters. Thus, Binti offers a way to think beyond the
progression of science by using mythological technology as a barrier-breaking apparatus to
understand denizens of the margins. Binti‘s prodigious mastery of science via the spiritual
apparatus of traditional African mysticism envisions a future that overturns preconceived notions
of primitive Africa while maintaining a tribal African aesthetic. By placing the Himba people at
the forefront of highly developed technological history, Okorafor invites the reader to
contemplate diverse utopian landscapes where space is infused with Afro-historical knowledge.
In summary, the outline of this project becomes clear: the broadening of Science
Fiction‘s liminal horizons are delivered via the inclusion of black narratives in order to mold and
shape the genre by breaking down old forms to reach closer to the goals set by Darko Suvin‘s
promise of the novum, or new horizon (Suvin 4). These novel(la)s enhance the sociological
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terrain while extending the role and performance of literate practices for black women.
Historically, the use of essays to incite social change and human compassion were enough to
sway the hearts and minds of audiences who read them. Today, the medium that becomes most
critical of historical moments in SF. To finalize the sojourn of writing as experiencing truth and
futurity, I draw upon Jacqueline Jones Royster‘s Traces of a Stream. The novel details the
historical participation of black women‘s attempt to establish agency and authority in rhetorical
literate practices. Jones states:
As Erna Brodber, sociologist and novelist from Jamaica has said: ‗We must imagine the
truth until a better truth comes along.‘ This strategy for inquiry claims a valuable place
for imagination in research and scholarship--imagination as a term for commitment to
making connections and seeing possibility. So defined, imagination functions as a critical
skill in questioning a viewpoint, an experience, an event, and so on, and in remaking
interpretive frameworks based on that questioning. (83).
For Nisi Shawl, Nnedi Okorafor, and N. K. Jemisin, SF offers the opportunity to extend the
sociological and artistic tradition of black women‘s literate practices as the vehicle for social
action and prophetic socio-political reform. Rather than utilizing the essay form or realistic
fiction, these women use speculative fiction and cognitive estrangement to engage with
multidimensional storytelling that places utopia as a mirror in which to examine the present and
to renew conversations of the past. Whether by ending slavery in a geologically troubled
fantastical land, ending terrorism and trauma caused by European monarchs in Africa, or
refiguring the far-reaching future to cast African people as pioneers of technology, the critical
nature of Shawl, Jemisin, and Okorafor‘s respective works are steeped in the postcolonial quest
for critically engaged utopias that cause readers to take action in their own societies. My
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project‘s analysis of their works also adds to the stream of intersectional theoretical discourse in
order to actively unpack these new texts for fulfilling and timely discussion. This opportunity to
read and review the work that this thesis project examines satisfies my inner child‘ s desire to see
herself within narratives that promote magic, science, social justice, pride in heritage, and the
need to find purpose within today‘s world. As a new way of thinking of social reform and
justice, critically engaging with Afro-diasporic speculative fictions has been, and remains, an
auspicious undertaking.
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CHAPTER I

ANYTHING BUT STILL: BLENDING SF AND FANTASY IN N.K. JEMISIN‘s THE FIFTH
SEASON

Still hailed as one of the most important texts on Science Fiction (SF) theory, Darko
Suvin‘s Metamorphoses of Science Fiction presents the theory of ―cognitive estrangement‖ as
the hallmark identifier for evaluating Science Fiction texts. The theory asserts that all SF works
establish an empirical world that readers readily parallel with their own while imaginatively
estranging readers from that world in order to provoke new criticisms of the present to create,
drawing from Ernst Bloch‘s terminology, the fictional novum. However, Suvin demonizes the
genre of fantasy fiction as ahistorical and anti-critical, resulting in what he considers a dangerous
projection of ideology (10-15). Thus, participation in blending the two genres results in a
pseudo-SF that, to Suvin, compromises the critical orientation of SF. However, many authors
within the African diaspora utilize concepts of magic and culturally based mythology as vehicles
for futurity and social/scientific possibility. N. K. Jemisin‘s The Fifth Season complicates
notions of race, sexuality, nativism, utopia, and dystopia by introducing characters that possess
the genetic ability to cause physically powerful seismic activity in a society that uses mysticism
and lore to maintain a rigid socio-economic caste system based on slavery in a land called ―The
Stillness.‖
As a Hugo Award-winning novel, Jemisin‘s The Fifth Season can be read as both fantasy
and SF, which may be startling yet refreshing to readers who feel that the emphasis on fixed
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genres is both complacent and lacking depth to describe critically the historical present.
Similarly, critics like China Mieville have questioned the historical materiality that allows these
genres to be reified, yet he and others hopefully call for the dissolution of boundaries that will
refresh understandings of the field. This essay explores the utopian underpinnings of generic
hybridity of Jemisin‘s novel while arguing that this hybridity problematizes the rigid constraints
of Suvin‘s theory in order to create new visions of the novum.
The tradition of protest within African Diasporic literatures is both long and complex,
giving credence to the idea that forced migration and chattel bondage would create voices that
cry for revelation, understanding, and potentially, resistance. Thus, it is no surprise that many
Afro-American, Afro-Caribbean, and African people flock to the illumination of this history via
Science Fiction. Although attributed historically to a range of possible early beginnings and
inherited literary legacies, Science Fiction has gained its meteoric rise in recent history. Scholars
like Darko Suvin, Fredric Jameson, Carl Freedman, and John Rieder have gone to great lengths
to uncover the academic, sociological, and political ramifications of a genre that continues to
trouble definitional distinctions (Freedman, 16-23). Equally, black and brown narratives have
interwoven into this fabric to confront the difficulty and materiality of modernity. The critical
and discursive practice of blacks participating in speculative fiction is specifically examined in
Sheree R. Thomas‘ anthology Dark Matter: A Century of Speculative Fiction from the African
Diaspora. Thomas writes, ―By the same token, an examination of African diasporic speculative
fiction from the past century may shed new light on both the sf genre and the mainstream literary
canon. Like dark matter, the contributions of black writers to the sf genre have not been directly
observed or fully explored‖ (xi). The exploration of these texts and their relative motivations
leads to fundamental questions of how black SF writers in particular create worlds that straddle
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the past and the present, reflect the socio-cultural issues of the community, and confront the
colonialist and neocolonialist ideology of the genres for which they write.
Afro-diasporic texts are characterized by generic hybridity due to the nature of
sociopolitical formation in relation to the turbulent history experienced by people of color. This
includes the intersections of Fantasy and Science fiction to depict critical issues. In Red Planets:
Marxism and Science Fiction, Mieville offers an interesting proposition in his essay entitled
―Afterword: Cognition as Ideology.‖ Mieville asserts that the genres of SF and Fantasy,
esteemed as counterparts, are not as distant from one another as was once considered. To
distinguish SF as a serious genre from any other literary practice, Suvin gives SF a set of criteria
in order to evaluate its methodology:
Rather, it should be defined as a fictional tale determined by the hegemonic literary
device of a locus and/or dramatis personae that (1) are radically or at least significantly
different from the empirical times, places, and characters of ―mimetic‖ or ―naturalist
fiction, but (2) are nonetheless—to the extent that SF differs from other ―fantastic‖
genres, that is, ensembles of fictional tales without empirical validation—simultaneously
perceived as not impossible within the cognitive (cosmological and anthropological)
norms of the author‘s epoch (viii).
The phrase ―not impossible within the cognitive norms of the author‘s epoch‖ offers trouble
here. While the seriousness of SF warrants Suvin‘s praise, fantasy fiction is repudiated as
potentially ideologically ―Fascist, irrational, and ahistorical‖ (Suvin 8). Mieville reviews Suvin‘s
devaluation of fantasy in favor of privileging SF as a short-sighted hindrance upon the trajectory
of critical theory since SF itself operates on equally impossible fantastical projections. He writes,
―...this sharp distinction is untenable. Indeed, I believe that the embedded condescension and
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even despite towards fantasy that this paradigm has bequeathed stands as perhaps the major
obstruction to theoretical progress in the field‖ (232). He reasons that much of the cognitive or
―hard science‖ of SF is highly improbable, making it no more factually accessible than the fictive
properties of witches and elves. Therefore, any empirically based anchor is given an ideological
privilege that is not necessarily warranted. The implications of Suvin‘s critique demonstrates its
own ideology in which positivism is the vehicle of progress, an ideology that is historically
intertwined in Eurocentrism and negates the existence of cultures that equally prioritize science
and metaphysics to understand reality. On this premise, it becomes easy to see why the practice
of writing across genres is not only logical for those who attempt to imagine new ways of being,
but is immediately necessitated by the kinship that the two genres possess. However, since
Suvin‘s work has been widely accepted, Mieville recognizes that his favoring of SF over
Fantasy, instead of being wholly eradicated, must be countered with understandings of the
ideological nature of genre formation itself. Mieville‘s call for reform, then, presents a unique
and exciting opportunity for Afro-diasporic writers.
To follow Mieville‘s inferences, Afrofuturists have historically and contemporarily
invoked several genres to create fiction that addresses various points in history and time. To
further contrast Suvin‘s condemnation of generic hybridity, Ytasha L. Womack reasons that
―Both an artistic aesthetic and a framework for critical theory, Afrofuturism combines elements
of science fiction, historical fiction, speculative fiction, fantasy, Afrocentricity, and magic
realism with non-Western beliefs. In some cases, it‘s a total envisioning of the past and
speculation about the future rife with cultural critiques‖ (9). Womack describes the fluid
relationship between mysticism, fantasy, and SF based on a cultural way of thinking that in some
ways negates Suvin‘s privileging of cognitive estrangement over the irrationality of mysticism
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and fantasy. Thus, exalting SF over other genres in academic discourse reveals a perhaps
unintended Eurocentric reflection of the very capitalist logic that he intends to critique.
Ultimately, to gain insight into African diasporic literary cultural traditions, the Suvinian
estrangement of the cognitive effect is not adequate insomuch as both fantastical practices
occupy the same literary plane of existence in order for black and brown writers to test the limits
of imagining possible outcomes to a troubled past and present.
Likewise, many Afrofuturistic texts contest the circumscription of the delineations of
genre because they choose to call actively into question the very divisions of Eurocentric logic
that support the imperialist enterprise of hierarchy and categorization. This kind of writing takes
advantage of Mieville‘s proposition for hybridized thought and criticism, which drives the
fundamental basis of my argument. I draw on N.K. Jemisin‘s The Fifth Season to argue that
black speculative fiction often complicates and undermines generic categories in order to usher
in new critical forms of literature that utilize metaphysical ontology, cognitive estrangement, and
critical excavations of the past in order to create a new understanding of the novum that is both
historically and culturally relevant.
The Fifth Season begins with the destruction of a world. Located in a land called ―The
Stillness,‖ the Pangeanic setting is beset with periods of intense natural disasters known as ―Fifth
Seasons.‖ These indeterminate seasons last from decades to centuries. The narrator informs us
that certain individuals are born with a dangerous power known as orogeny. Orogeny, a genetic
expression that enables people with the ability of sensing or ―sessing‖ and manipulating seismic
activity and geological matter, is seen as a curse by the majority of society, which must be
controlled in order to stabilize the geologically unstable terrain while deterring acts of terrorism
on normative society that may possibly be committed by the Orogenes themselves (93-95).
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Historical accounts indicate that Fifth Seasons, at times, were caused by a loss of control by
powerful Orogenes (Appendix 1). Thus, the present need for control results in the civic
enslavement of Orogenes, requiring Orogenes to train rigorously their innate abilities while an
elusive imperial government with its own agenda, located in the capital city of Yumenes, leases
Orogenes to smaller communities in need of seismic intervention. The novel works both
backward and forward through time in the stories of three characters: the child Damaya, the
young woman Syenite, and the older, weathered woman Essun, in order to reveal the events that
have led to the cataclysmic breaking of the earth.
The Stillness is a place of both familiarity and alterity in order for the reader to see the
parallels that are drawn to the real and surreal experiences of the present. As expected,
normative natural objects remain consistent in this world without employing the need for readers
to develop a new lexicon in which to navigate the setting: ―It is ordinary, as lands go. Mountains
and plateaus and canyons and river deltas, the usual,‖ which the narrator informs the reader (2).
However, the geographical nature of the land is consumed with intense natural disasters that go
beyond the reader's own experience. Hence, the reader is led to believe that the Stillness occupies
three possible thought experiments: a cautionary tale that could potentially belong to a possible
Earth future, a fantastical missing piece of Earth‘s undiscovered geological past, or a site of
purely estranged fantasy within a land that, although similar to our reality, has never actually
existed. The narrator ambiguously points to all three notions, at once resisting the generic
categories that would classify the novel as fantasy, alternative history, or futuristic SF, hence: ―It
moves a lot, this land. The Stillness has had other names. It was once several other lands. It‘s one
vast, unbroken continent at present, but at some point in the future it will be more than one
again‖ (2). The very terrain of the novel becomes a point of mystification in which geological
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space is an issue designated by time, estranging readers from even the generic categories that
paradoxically attempt to solidify around it. Darko Suvin posits that ―[t]he use of estrangement
both as underlying attitude and dominant formal device is found also in the myth, a ‗timeless‘
and religious approach looking in its own way beneath (or above) the empiric surface. However,
SF sees the norms of any age, including emphatically its own, as unique, changeable, and
therefore subject to a cognitive view‖ (Suvin 7). This notion of making strange certain elements
of reality while leaving others close to normative experience demonstrates that the empirical
reality of the land is modified in order for readers to become sensitive to the construction of
history and reality alike during any particular historical precedence. However, Jemisin projects
her novel into a past or future that remains remote for her readers in order for them to interrogate
the societies that they occupy. Demonstrating the interconnectedness of the past and present that
people are blinded by in accepted naturalization of daily routine, the characters locate the
geological activity of the land in a mythological foundation, aptly called Stone Lore in order to
stabilize their traditions and customs for survival.
The narrator suggests that the audience should focus its attention on events that occur
terrestrially, while constantly hinting at the willful blindness on the part of the inhabitants much
like the postmodern detachment from the dialectical connection of the past to the present. The
Stillness has no understanding of origins in relation to objects that appear in the sky as part of
dead civilizations (8-9). The citizens occupy a superficial historical existence in which they are
constantly taught the dangers of the seasons, the elusive majesty of the Sanze Empire, and the
folkloric origins of the Orogenes and Guardians, which the Guardian Schaffa tells the young
protagonist: ―As the Fulcrum is an order of orogenes, we are the order that watches the
Fulcrum...I am your Guardian now, and it is my duty to make certain you remain helpful, never
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harmful‖ (92-93). However, history in this form is truly ahistorical. Remnants of past cultures
and civilizations are strewn about like broken toys, yet no one questions the circumstances in
which these pasts have fallen to ruin, which is a deliberate plot device that persuades readers to
be critical of ahistoric constructions to be revealed later as the story unfolds. Thus, the first novel
envisions a moment in which time and reality are completely decontextualized, in many ways
similar to our technologically saturated postmodern reality.
In conjunction with the setting, the choice of narrative style adds further to the
nonconformity of a generic formula by moving in and out of time in disjointed projections of
differing points of perspective. Through three different voices, the narrative reveals the perilous
existence of Orogenes. We encounter Essun, who confronts the death of her young son Uche,
whom she believes is killed by his father after discovering that the boy is an orogene,
derogatorily referred to as ―rogga‖ (22). The use of second-person perspective here demands that
the reader occupy a space of narrative action in which ―you‖ becomes ―we‖ as we inhabit the
headspace of Essun. Essun‘s story is immediately the most recent story that the audience
encounters. The narrator pointedly commands us to believe that we are Essun and that all of the
events that unfold in her life are now our own. Reeling from the shock of her young son‘s death
and the kidnapping of her young daughter by her murderous husband, the reader is thrown into
the immediate aftershocks of the earth-breaking destruction of The Stillness at the center of the
capital Yumenes, which occurs in the prologue. Essun shelters with a young man named Lerna
during the crisis as the majority of the damage escapes their small community; through
Orogenity, she stifles the waves of seismic activity rolling in from the north (22). Trying to
escape the town in search of her daughter and to escape potential persecution, Essun attempts to
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leave out of the community‘s gate with the help of the Mayor, but alerts the whole town to her
true nature, which results in her unhinged destruction of the community‘s inhabitants.
The fluid movement of time creates the opportunity for readers to become critically
engaged as the perspective switches abruptly in the next chapter to the third-person omniscient
narration style. This style is typical of most fantasy and SF narrative styles that usually occupy
positions within the past. Damaya, an adolescent orogene, lives in a barn on her parents‘
property with little food and resources because her parents are frightened of her ability, which
revealed itself in a nearly fatal incident with a classmate. Motivated by the imminent danger of
her powers, they are prompted to report Damaya to the Fulcrum, the militarized institution that
trains Orogenes in the capital city. From there, a Guardian named Schaffa, the dangerous
wardens of Orogenes who can mysteriously dampen Orogene powers, is sent to take her away to
where she will learn to control her powers and no longer present a danger either to herself or
others. In this way, the Guardian Schaffa seemingly becomes both her protector and savior.
Throughout Damaya‘s story, the reader witnesses the systematic process in which Orogenes are
instituted into slavery. Cast off from their families and friends, they have no choice but to be
killed by their individual communities or to be taken to the Fulcrum to begin the arduous task of
controlling their powers.
The third installment of the narrative perspective switches again to introduce a young and
accomplished woman named Syenite who is an officially ranked orogene of the Fulcrum.
Together, their stories weave a tale that allows the audience to see the discursive events that have
led to the cataclysmic breaking of the earth mentioned in the prologue. Borrowing from Georg
Lukacs‘ critique of the descriptive and narrative methodologies employed by Zola and Flaubert
to express historical events in the representation of lived reality, Jemisin‘s narrative choices
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contemplate the dialectical consciousness of being and the tensions of subjective and objective
existence: ―The opposition between experiencing and observing is not accidental. It arises out of
divergent basic positions about life and about the major problems of society and not just out of
divergent artistic methods of handling content or one specific aspect of content‖ (116). We can
assume that Jemisin‘s fragmentation of narrative intuits Lukacs‘ criticism in order to bring
awareness to the changes of experience over a single lifetime; using the estranging tactics of the
novels setting as a stage, she attempts to deconstruct the ideologically constructed nature of
linear reality by demonstrating tensions within past observational narratives (Damaya and
Syenite) alongside present experienced narrative (Essun). Only at the end of the novel is it
revealed that each perspective belongs to a single person. We are intended passively to observe
events as Damaya and Syenite‘s lives unfold before the earth breaks, only then occupying a
position of agency resting finally in the character Essun to shape the destiny of the earth in the
wake of a sociologically and geologically new world.
Equally, rather than extrapolating the issues of a typified or static racial condition,
Jemisin attempts to collapse the spectrum of race to genetic inheritance through the Orogenic
capabilities, making racial striation that much more immediate and perilous. Since the Stillness is
broken up into regions that appear familiar and are biologically reflective of racial adaptation
(whiteness in the arctic, racial mixture in the middling regions, and darker tones in the south and
smaller island land masses), the reader infers that the structures of slavery are informed by a
racial naturalism (70-73). Yet, Jemisin eliminates this notion since all races, even the fictional
Imperial Sanzed race, are subject to the occurrence of Orogene genetic inheritance. This can be
viewed as a placating gesture toward color-blindness or diversification in an attempt for the
novel to distinguish itself from potential criticisms of standing as complete metaphor for race
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relations in the U.S. and abroad. Conversely, Jemisin does not dispense with racial commentary
altogether, enabling a critical defamiliarization and re-examination of race as such. Her
protagonists are described in detail as black, most notably with sub-Saharan African traits, and
Syenite even uses the word ―mongrel‖ to describe her appearance with lightly curling hair and
bronzed skin (71). Despite the above, her protagonists are nevertheless specifically raced to
reflect the need for black representation within the genre that still participates in SF as a means
for social action. This strategy highlights that while the orogenic capabilities are not in any way
race specific, the creation of race is still viable in communal and class striation as an echo of our
own familiar histories. It is not coincidental that Syenite and Alabaster are depicted as black,
Orogene, and sexually fluid, triple minorities who experience further isolation and exploitation
than, it would seem, any other particular individuals.
With bringing marginality to the forefront of the novel, Jemisin‘s focus is to create a
three-dimensional platform that interprets racial mixing, migration, and stratification in relation
to a fixed ―othering‖ caste, i.e. Orogene. Therefore, the novel attempts to think historically from
the standpoint of a ―built-in‖ labor force that must be strictly controlled in order to render it
manageable. The Comms and the Fulcrum reflect a two-point reality: the inheritance of empire
and the emergence of a full-blown global capital system. The enslavement of Orogenes as a
permanent class of civic service all over the Pangaeaic setting of the Stillness marks the global
reality of the naturalized function of labor as a part of an ever-growing machine. To illustrate a
realistic parallel with this concretized hierarchy, it is useful to incorporate Mark Fisher‘s
argument from Capitalist Realism: ―What is being disavowed in the abjection of evil and
ignorance onto fantasmic Others is our own complicity in planetary networks of oppression.
What needs to be kept in mind is both that capitalism is a hyper-abstract impersonal structure and
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that it would be nothing without our cooperation‖ (15). Jemisin intuits Fisher‘s argument in her
fiction: No matter the race, Orogenes‘ undeniable Otherness illumines society's ability to project
the dangers and evils of their powers in order to simultaneously use them to maintain planetary
equilibrium that allows trade and normative life to continue. Thus, Orogenes are coded and
commodified for use without end. Jemisin highlights the indoctrination of her characters into this
structure and how it is their continuous duty to resist it. She demonstrates that caste and race are
social systems designed as veneer for the insidious order of industry and empire to firmly mire
the world for thousands of years, as exhibited at the bottom of each page with fictional epigraphs
from historians, politicians, philosophers, and civilians from ages past.
Although readers slowly become aware of the station that Orogenes occupy, the true
nature of their captivity becomes apparent in the relationship between Alabaster and Syenite.
Alabaster ten-ring, an Orogene of extraordinary power, becomes Syenite‘s mentor and breeding
partner. As an African-American writer, Jemisin‘s use of slavery into fantasy novel form is
familiar yet incorporates an intersection of multiple experiences of history to estrange some of its
implications. The reader readily recognizes selective breeding practices and overseen labor via
the Guardians as a remnant from the historical legacy of modern slavery in the Americas and
Caribbean islands in our own reality. This is a familiar literary practice of African-American
writers, most commonly known as the neo-slave narrative in which writers use historical fiction
to uncover or emulate actual slave accounts. However, other parts of Orogenic captivity entail
something much more insidious and closer to the encoded position of workforce development
within the postmodern zeitgeist. Orogenic station, while in bondage to the larger society,
promotes the ideology of progress within its ranks. In a critique on the colonial paranoia of
technological scarcity and competition depicted within SF as a genre, John Rieder reasons that
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Behind the anxieties of competition between capitalist corporations and imperialist
governments in stories of marvelous invention, lurks the possibility of finding oneself
reduced by someone else‘s progress to the helplessness of those who are unable to inhabit
the present fully, and whose continued existence on any terms other than those of the
conquerors has been rendered an archaism and anomaly (33).
For Jemisin, infusing her novel with these anxieties depicts the antagonistic existence of most
marginalized people within the modern era: their genealogies are plagued with prejudiced
estimations of blackness as primitive while contending with popular-cultural images of space,
innovation, and a future deemed out of their reach. To this end, the only utopian compromise is
to destroy the institutions that continue the legacy of competition, hierarchy, and caste.
Thus, Jemisin‘s Orogenes inhabit a conflicted space to create the proper dissonance for
later upending it: the Fulcrum provides the anxious fuel of competition that negates class
solidarity while remaining as a reminder of the primitive past that the ―greater‖ whole of
civilization would not wish to inhabit. This institutionalized reverence for the greatness of a past
civilization operates as a durable structure for ideological containment, thereby discouraging the
need for class consciousness. Hierarchical promotional incentives indoctrinate Orogenes into a
system of meritocracy that, in many ways, resembles a modern business model. Jemisin creates
this reality in order for readers to question their own existence outside of the novel‘s structured
fantasy as a means to combat full naturalization of any caste system. Using Isiah Lavender III‘s
commentary on the goals of black writers in SF, Jemisin‘s reworking of slavery participates in
this potentiality: ―Science fiction also gives us the chance to envision less virulent forms of
bondage in addition to imagining the best possible alternative--a world without slavery. It gives
us imagined possibilities to choose change for the better‖ (59). By reading Rieder and Lavender
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together, it becomes apparent that Jemisin‘s characters help readers to think through two very
real class positions within both the past and present that have the shared connection of exploited
work. The novel warns of the prevalence of encoding slavery into new forms of practice that
support the same ideological basis of inferiority and helpless biology as a global capitalist
enterprise for maximum profit.
Additionally, slavery in the Stillness also proposes another concept: slavery as a socially
engineered bulwark against the imminent catastrophe that is always present with the existence of
the Orogenes. Jemisin critiques a long-standing practice of racist ideology that justifies the
insistence that forced slavery creates an inhabitable world for all Stillness citizens. Since
orogenic power is biologically determined, the novel reasons that the treatment of Orogenes is
necessitated or given a pass much in the same way that slavery apologists have argued that
slavery, although an awful point in history, is redeemable through the technological advancement
of industry in the post-colonial world. However, the masterful Alabaster clings to a mythological
historical refrain that he has learned through the study of old historical test, allowing him to feel
powerful in a system created to convince him that he is otherwise powerless: ―We are the gods in
chains and this is not. Rusting. Right.‖ (Jemisin 262). To this end, the novel accomplishes the
goal that Lavender posits: ―Perhaps the ultimate dream science fiction holds out for AfricanAmericans is the prospect for freedom of social transformation through science and technology;
and this prospect demands a mental release from the legacy and turmoil left behind by American
slavery‖ (63). The blending of fantasy and SF via the depiction of their biologically informed
powers recast as godly allows for the power of marginalized people to turn their existence into a
tool for social change instead of the tool for further exploitation. Envisioning the wicked and
powerless as mighty turns the subservient narrative of the natural world on its head.
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Deconstructing the unnatural fusion of technology and neo-slavery arrives when
Alabaster and Syenite embark on a commissioned Fulcrum mission, stopping by a node
controller station that is used for circumventing the Stillness‘ erratic seismic activity. Under the
impression that node operators are Orogenes with menial jobs that are steps below her own in
remotely located stations, Syenite is unable to account for the reality of their situation: ―The
body in the node maintainer‘s chair is small, and naked. Thin, its limbs atrophied. Hairless.
There are things—tubes and pipes and things, she has no words for them—going into the stickarms, down the goggle-throat, across the crotch. There‘s a flexible bag […] attached to its belly
somehow, and it‘s full of—ugh‖ (139). The node controller operates as the visual representation
of labor reduced to its purest and most horrific form; it, no longer he or she, is fully mechanized
to work seamlessly as a battery for the functionality of maintaining the Earth‘s fluctuations
unbeknownst to the rest of the society that benefits daily without ever having to worry about
how—a familiar parallel for the familiar estrangement between the first and the third world. In
my estimation, this brings to mind two familiar images in our own reality: the confined space of
the transatlantic slave cargo ship intertwined with the emaciated form of the third-world
denationalized African that is continuously plastered across globalized television screens. Hence,
Jemisin overlays the material history of the past onto the present, connecting the mode of
production back to its origins in Marxist fashion. Alabaster, having witnessed the truth of their
captivity, notes that it is important for all ―roggas‖ to see their plight, stripped of the capitalist
delusions of progress: ―‘Even the least of us must serve the greater good,‘ he says, with no irony
in his voice‖ (139). Leaving with this devastating truth, they continue their journey. After
Syenite and Alabaster leave the node controller, they finally come to the city where their mission
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originally lies: they have been asked to remove coral that blocks ships from coming into the
harbor in Allia.
With critical acuity, the novel demonstrates that the ramifications of hidden historical
events will bubble to the surface with potentially catastrophic conclusions in order for new ways
of thinking about the present to take shape. As the plot becomes more complex, the events of
Allia encountered by Alabaster and Syenite enter the novel into a new space of mysterious
circumstances that involve the emergence of a new power source for Orogenes through large,
floating sky crystals called ―obelisks‖ that are remnants of forgotten civilizations that, once
tapped into, amplify orogenic power. This is what blocks the harbor that Syenite has been
charged to clear, and when she uses her powers, she awakens something ancient and ominous:
―There, rising slowly from the water and shedding the remnants of its earthen shell as it begins to
hum and turn, is an obelisk…she accepts that what is trapped at its heart, what has somehow
broken this massive, magnificent, arcane thing…is a stone eater. And it‘s dead‖ (231). Unable to
maintain control of a powerful obelisk, Syenite accidentally unleashes her powers and destroys
the city, leaving a volcano in its wake, while an unknown stone eater magically transports her
and Alabaster to a secret island. Because orogenes cannot explore the full extent of their powers,
history itself confronts the system that encloses them, making Syenite‘s accident prophetic. The
stone eaters are a strange and mysterious race encountered at the onset of the novel, and they
play a critical, yet elusive role throughout the disjointed narrative, even during the events at
Allia. They are described as white stone with imperceptible, automated movements that are
exasperatingly slow. When Alabaster goes to break the world, his conversation with the Stone
Eater proves that their intent is unclear: ―What will you do?‖ he asks her. ―When it‘s done. Will
your kind rise up through the rubble and take the world in our stead?‘ ‗No,‘ she says. ‗Why not?‘
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‗Few of us are interested in that. Anyway, you‘ll still be here‘‖ (6). Readers become aware that
Stone Eaters guide Alabaster to commit the breaking using his orogenic capabilities. Readers are
also aware that they are not some far-flung alien race, but are beings that dwell within the earth,
invisible in a Ralph Ellison-esque way, going underground to avoid interactions with humankind.
The Stone Eaters‘ aloofness directly counteracts earlier imperialist Science Fiction
stories of lost race societies that represented untapped riches for European conquerors that were
at the heart of conquest and exploration. Rieder‘s work can help us to understand why Jemisin‘s
Stone Eaters do not fall in line with their predecessors. He writes, ―The fantastic geography of
the hollow earth is not, as in [Ludwig] Holberg, merely a way of opening up an analogical space
for the satire. It is also an enormous expansion of the capacity of the planet to provide
exploitable resources for capitalist expansion and colonialist annexation‖ (Rieder 37). For
Jemisin, the world works in reverse: the Stillness does not open up for inhabitants of the
tumultuous earth to seek out riches from mysteriously exotic figures. On the contrary, it would
be more than dangerous for humans to attempt any such livelihood within the Stone Eaters‘
presence, as readers find out much later in the novel. Thus, the figures that would seem to be the
object of Westernized conquest and exploitation are beyond reach: they offer no useful space for
―colonialist annexation.‖
The Stone Eaters, in their magical obscurity, represent the truly liberated, the
revolutionary Other that is not subject to the whims of caste and hierarchy. Their existence, their
ability to control when and how they appear to citizens of the Stillness, begins dimly to figure an
existence that is not within the confines of any recognizable capitalist reality. Instead, the Stone
Eaters control, at will, where and how people, specifically Alabaster, can move into the interior
of the Earth: ―The stone eater has made his body pass through solid stone by making him more
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stone like, somehow, and Syenite can‘t get him out‖ (433). While it would seem that they and
Alabaster have an alliance, that alliance is always tipped and one-sided even though he and the
Stone Eaters ostensibly seek the same goal: the destruction of a world that they find to be
intolerable. Their role in this novel is not yet fully realized, yet they become the vehicle to
Alabaster and Syenite‘s liberty in the wake of disaster.
As a result of Syenite‘s mistake, fleeing the volcano that Syenite unwittingly unleashes
where Allia used to be, Alabaster and Syenite enter into an Afro-nativist utopic environment of
the island Meov where Orogenes, untrained by the Fulcrum, live freely: ―‗Roggas.‘ He looks at
her and grins, and she realizes he‘s been waiting to tell her this. ‗That‘s how they‘ve survived all
this time. They don‘t kill their roggas, here. They put them in charge. And they‘re really, really
glad to see us‘‖ (296). The utopian promise of an untouched Africanized culture with orogenic
capabilities, the Meovites are an island of darker skinned people, ponders the notion of historical
alternatives: what would the world look like without slavery and the structures of colonization.
Noting trends in postcolonial SF that lean toward romanticizing Africa untouched by colonial
powers, Jessica Langer writes, ―There is also the opposite impulse [to postcolonial hybridity]:
the drive towards what is often referred to as nativism, the desire to drive out the colonizer
altogether by (re)capturing some notion of pure indigeneity‖ (109). Jemisin experiments with the
Meovite social order, making them racially homogenous and free of hierarchy or sexual/gender
roles (Syenite, Alabaster, and a Meovite man named Innon participate in a bisexual triangular
relationship) to heal historical traumas involving black and brown bodies.
Syenite and Alabaster remain on the island for two years, their relationship resulting in a child
named Coru (Corundum).
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However, the nativistic quest for utopia fails when the Guardians finds the location of
Meov, resulting in a battle that the Meovites lose, posing to the audience that isolationist utopias
cannot last because the problems of the world will retake that kind of community. Syenite, in the
midst of re-enslavement by the Fulcrum and the kidnapping of Alabaster by another mysterious
Stone Eater, does the unthinkable: ―She puts her hand over his mouth and nose, to silence him, to
comfort him. She will not let them take him, enslave him, turn his body into a tool and his mind
into a weapon and his life into a travesty of freedom‖ (441). It is worthwhile to mention that in
many ways, Syenite‘s murder of her infant Coru recalls Toni Morrison‘s Beloved. Morrison‘s
neo slave narrative/ghost story imagines that history is not static and that the kernels of trauma
manifest continuously in all postcolonial relationships. Beloved is not merely a commentary on
oppression‘s warping influence on family and love, the expression of an absolute love via
murder as a means to protect future generations from secondary enslavement. Instead, in paying
homage to Beloved, The Fifth Season actively performs an illustration of the continuous irruption
of what Jacques Lacan calls The Real into the Symbolic, reminding all that capitalism is innately
sick and founded on the spirits/bodies of those who were enslaved to bring about the present
modern economic, political, and social order. To elucidate the Lacanian Real in relation to reality
as an agreed upon construction of escape, Slavoj Zizek‘s argument may be useful in interpreting
the overarching message of this horrific moment in the text: ―It is not that dreams are for those
who cannot endure reality; reality itself is for those who cannot endure (the Real that announces
itself in) their dreams‖ (Zizek 240). The dream-state that Zizek speaks of here can be used to
understand that as our society becomes more irrational via capitalist ideology, the fantastic
stories that authors pen may be more instructive in seeing beyond the present historical moment.
These stories, in turn, offer a way out.
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The impulse of Jemisin‘s work is to bring to the forefront of critical Fantasy the rawness
of the Real, or in this case, the indescribable kernels of trauma experienced by the oppressed, to
make the novel‘s fictional narrative logic influential on the current capitalist irrationality.
Showcasing Syenth‘s desperation at the aspect of perpetuating the cycle of enslavement with her
baby as fodder for the machine is used to incite change by questioning the reader‘s limits for
what is comfortable to tolerate in order to maintain existence. In like fashion, Morrison‘s Sethe is
haunted as a former slave because she cannot easily detach herself from the material reminders
of her tortured and oppressed body in order to join in on the liberal democratic hopes of ―free‖
society, a reminder that the past is living and furnishes the known of the present. Similarly,
Syenite is equally reminded that Coru‘s participation in the Fulcrum will deliver him to a social
system of oppression that masquerades as institutionalized democracy/middle class life/progress.
Jemisin starkly presents the dream from which many are trying to awake.
To fully awake from this dream, Jemisin admonishes the naturalization of capital as a
means for daily existence in both the past and the present. The Fifth Season envisions the end of
the familiar capitalist mode as the audience knows it. It would seem that capitalism has managed
to survive, even amid the apocalyptic seasons, in order to inscribe natural disaster as a means for
further exploitation. It is codified into the structure of slavery and empire, making it difficult for
Syenite and others to imagine life before and without it. However, Alabaster‘s choice in breaking
the world disrupts the trajectory of the seemingly endless capital mode. Without Yumenes and
the Fulcrum to assert status-quo stability, governmental and bureaucratic control dissolves in the
wake of this indeterminate Season. However, the reader realizes that Essun‘s story diverges into
new terrain free of the Fulcrum‘s hold or any of the old laws of the land ushering in an alternate
and unknown reality to the old or former structure. Before Alabaster creates the Rifting, time and
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history operated in obscurity to nurture an imperialistic ideological paradigm, and in order to no
longer be complicit in it, he forces an absolute change of the physical, financial, and sociological
situation in which no one can sit and wait out their impending doom.
Importantly, Alabaster and Syenite‘s powers cannot be pulled into any positivist
scientific understanding that would reduce them to their complete biology in order to provide the
potential for future agency and possibility that escapes the boundaries that dictate enslavement.
Alabaster acknowledges that birth and breeding are cultivated in the Fulcrum to both cull in
some areas and produce higher concentration of powers in others. However, even as orogeny is
controlled, it still operates on a system that confounds the function of prediction, making it a tool
of latent revolution and futurity. He says to Syenite, ―what it actually means is that they couldn‘t
predict you. You‘re the proof that they‘ll never understand orogeny; it‘s not science, it‘s
something else. And they‘ll never control us, not really. Not completely‖ (72). This blend of
science and magic offers freedom to the oppressed from biological naturalism, once again using
Fantasy in ways that Suvin did not intuit.
In summary, the novel as the first in an engaging trilogy concludes with Essun meeting
her old friend Alabaster, learning that he is the destroyer of the earth. From there, the promise of
a life beyond enslavement and capital emerges, even as the environment is doomed to a grim
post-apocalyptic existence. Only in the wake of this paradoxical desolation do marginalized
figures move away from the looming shadow of empire. Reading N.K. Jemisin‘s The Fifth
Season as a blend of fantasy and SF provides the basis for the novum that rests at the heart of SF.
In order to think historically, the text fuses the two together the two seemingly disparate genres
in order for Jemisin to demonstrate that both mythological lore and positivist justifications have
been used as ideological tools to oppress citizens of the Stillness and to keep them confined to
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their rigid castes systems. By upending generic conventions, Jemisin addresses the complex
issues of power, oppression, and ideological progress within her fictive setting paralleling our
modern reality in order to offer new ways of thinking through them. As a metaphor for the
postmodern world system, orogeny is only be a tool that sooner or later will lead to the
paradoxical utopian destruction of the old worldview of humankind, much like late capital‘s
hyper-saturated growth from which the real world must escape.
Overall, this first book critically teaches that if power is taken back by the powerless
through subverting the established systems of oppression, the powerless are able to accomplish
extraordinary feats. In order to envision a radically new world beyond the mechanisms of trauma
and oppression, to expand and invigorate the Suvinian cooption of the novum that is the engine
of all SF works, Jemisin deconstructs solidified structures while fusing others together even if
that goes against Suvin‘s proposal of a pristine Science Fiction that discounts fantasy. Mieville
reasons that ―cognition effect,‖ the kernel of Suvin‘s proposal, depends upon the ―charismatic
authority‖ of the author and logic of the text that calls into question whose authority is to be
believed and substantiated (238). Jemisin‘s work stands as a critique of that authority, agreeing
with the dismantling of Mieville‘s estimation of ―capitalist science‘s bullshit about itself‖
(Mieville 240). After all, Alabaster and the Stone Eaters begin the novel with the world-changing
cataclysm to clear ground for the utopian promise of the unknown so that events of tomorrow
will be better than yesterday. Like the phoenix, the new world can only rise from the rubble and
the ashes of the old, or as the narrator states: ―This is the way the world ends. This is the way the
world ends. This is the way the world ends. For the last time‖ (14). Surely, what becomes broken
then is the cycle of systemic crisis and naturalized inequality that operates under the pretext of
protecting against future crises, a sobering lesson for all. While slavery, history, and lore are the
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basis for Jemisin‘s utopic vision of a fantastical world, overthrowing colonial powers via
technology in Congolese Africa are the focus in Nisi Shawl‘s utopic Everfair.
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CHAPTER II

HEART OF LIGHT: RECLAIMING THE CONGO BY AIRSHIP IN NISI SHAWL‘S
EVERFAIR

As is the case in both The Fifth Season and Everfair, many Afro-diasporic writers
confront the issue of envisioning a world where events in history are negated or reversed in order
to showcase the courage and humanity of the oppressed. The estrangement properties offered by
science fiction allow for points of reality to be revisited in order to create new systems of being.
Writers like Nisi Shawl answer the call to fill in the gaps of erasure in pockets of history that
have now become popular or glorified to flatter the fantastical retelling of only one narrative:
romanticized colonialism. As a result, Shawl‘s Everfair provides an alternative historical
account on the atrocities of King Leopold II‘s reign in the Congo. Piecing together far reaching
historical research, Shawl imagines that the use of steam technology thwarts the Belgian‘s
concealed African holocaust.
While Shawl‘s approach is not particularly new in trying to rewrite historical trauma via
SF, the novel reveals something much deeper: at the heart of her work is the utopian desire to
acknowledge and heal the devastation of historical atrocities while scaffolding thoughts of
equality and socialism for the present. Shawl, in a lecture at the University of Alabama in
Huntsville, used the term ―AfroRetroFuturism‖ to describe the work that her novel attempts to
accomplish. When asked why Leopold's reign in the Congo was used for excavation of sites of
historical trauma in order to understand present reality, Shawl offered the idea that she used the
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past as a vehicle to reimagine issues in the present while saving those lost to genocide, even if
only fictively. She spoke at length about unity and togetherness in the wake of a Trump
Presidency, drawing a parallel between the unchecked power of the Belgian King and the
narcissistic alt-right driven policy of the current American President. Thus, the subgenre of
Steampunk, socialist action, and multi-ethnic diversity offers variant ways of combatting the
evils of racism, sexism, and overblown capitalism; this notion is particularly urgent for all
communities wishing to usher in a new understanding of history‘s prevailing extension into the
present. The majority of SteamPunk literature is devoted to the idealization of a Victorian Era
past that avoids direct confrontation with slavery, genocide, colonization, and
imperialism. While championing the lofty goals of diversity as a means to social and economic
change, Everfair contemplates the successes and limitations of the ideology of progress, technoculture, and the postmodern conflict of global identity.
To begin exploring the ambitious work that Shawl‘s Everfair attempts, it is important to
have a working understanding of the history of The Congo Free State. King Leopold II‘s
dealings in the Congo are a widely mystified portion of history for much of the world. The
abolition of slavery took place decades before Leopold‘s occupation of the Congolese territory.
According to Robert G. Weisbord, after losing the prosperity found within the transatlantic slave
trade and chattel slavery in the European and American territories, many European powers
sought to divide Africa amongst themselves in order to gain from the continent‘s abundant
natural resources: ―The late nineteenth century had witnessed the creation of white empires in
black Africa. In the throes of the Industrial Revolution, Europe needed sources of raw materials.
By dint of their superior military might the nations of Europe could obtain them by imposing
their will on non-whites who were powerless to resist‖ (Weisbord 35). To maximize profits, the
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extraction of natural resources needed a cheap indigenous labor force and miles of cleared land.
Thus, a second slavery was visited upon the continent, destroying millions of lives in its wake.
The enslavement and genocide witnessed in this historical moment furnished for the transitioning
industrialized state the materials necessary for the familiar capitalist machinery that now runs the
modern world. While historical accounts of Leopold‘s atrocities exist and have been
disseminated more widely in recent years, the literary work that stands as representative of that
period is Joseph Conrad‘s Heart of Darkness.
Heart of Darkness continues to circulate on high school and college reading lists as a
staple in the literary canon of Modernism. The depiction of the African interior takes on the
image of a hell-scape of gruesome proportions. Although Marlow‘s tale is in the first person, it is
recounted via another crewman on the boat that sails back into London on the Thames River.
Instantly, the reader is taught to be wary of the trustworthiness of this narration style, yet this
obscurity acts to intensify the tales haunting ghostliness. At the beginning of the story, Marlow
tells of his naive desire to explore, believing it a young man‘s rite of passage to investigate the
openness of the world: ―At that time there were many blank spaces on the earth and when I saw
one that looked particularly inviting on a map (but they all look that) I would put my finger on it
and say: When I grow up I will go there‖ (11). This utopian dream of blank land presents an
ideological opportunity for Europeans to claim and settle wherever they please without thinking
of the populations that would or could naturally exist within these maps. However, upon his
actual visit to Africa under the auspices of a praising aunt to follow after a man named Kurtz,
Marlow finds that the ―blank‖ interior of Africa is filled with a darkly insidious spirit. Marlow‘s
depiction of the interior posits that Africa is under a continued haze of shadow and obscured
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light, a hellish terrain that borders on the line of nightmare where nothing is stationary in
normative reality, and Marlow‘s audience is powerless to awake from it.
The vision of the hell-scape aligns with Lavender‘s reading of Heart of Darkness as
Science Fiction. Lavender writes, ―Conrad's novella helps create and maintain an alien view of
the African continent that still influences us. Africa seems a planet all of its own, where intrepid
explorers discover lost treasures and lost races in pursuit of wealth and conquest‖ (1). Based on
this interpretation, Conrad‘s Marlow easily affirms that the land fosters a contemptible evil that
reaches into the soul of European men and produces the worst in them. Sailing down river
toward Kurtz‘s station, Marlow describes the alien quality of the Congo:
When the sun rose there was a white fog, very warm and clammy, and more blinding than
the night. It did not shift or drive, it was just there standing all around you like something
solid...The rest of the world was nowhere as far as our eyes and ears were concerned. Just
nowhere. Gone, disappeared, swept off without leaving a whisper of a shadow behind
(41).
This distance of separating the continent from the rest of the world makes it easy for Marlow
equally to disown the people as either language bereft wild apparitions or wraiths by the
thousands tortured by the work of the company. When arriving at his first station, Marlow
encounters a sight that is not safe to say he views with compassion. Instead, the depiction reflects
a deep pity coupled along with a kind of aversion to the grotesque that is neither kind nor
helpful: ―Black shapes crouched, lay, sat between the trees, leaning against the trunks, clinging
to the earth, half coming out, half effaced within the dim light, in all the attitudes of pain,
abandonment, and despair...‖ (20). Leopold‘s reign subsisted on working indigenous Congolese
to the very brink of extinction, to which Marlow‘s ambivalent feelings can be read as complicit.
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However, rather than invoke the edicts of morality to help the ―black shapes,‖ instead he pushes
past to find sanctuary in familiar white faces to make sense of it all in the buildings of the station.
The novella continues on in like fashion, describing the Africans as both piteous and
grotesque, a combination that Marlow would rather soon forget if only he could escape the evil
land altogether. With description of the ever present darkness, he goes on to say ―The earth
seemed unearthly. We are accustomed to look upon the shackled form of a conquered monster,
but there—there you could look at a thing monstrous and free. It was unearthly and the men
were...No they were not inhuman. Well, you know that was the worst of it--this suspicion of their
not being human‖ (37). Rather than having notions of any perceived guilt for the actions of
Europeans at the thought of a shared connectivity to Africans as humans, which would make the
actions in the Congo unconscionable, Conrad, through Marlow, proposes that the horrifying
discovery of kinship links civilized Europeans to the primitive corruptible souls of Africans. This
weakness in lineage opens a questionable space in European civility that Marlow wishes to
remain closed. Upon meeting Kurtz whom Marlow is told is the greatest pioneer of civility in
Africa, he is faced with a terrifying image of the bizarre image of a white man bereft of his soul
(46). The novella uses estranging techniques, turning Kurtz into a demonic denizen claimed by
the irresistibly seductive nature of utopian desire turned into malicious greed, entitlement, and
exploitation via imperialism.
Kurtz, a withered shell, exists just as alien and desiccated as the Africans that Marlow
originally encounters at the first station on the hillside: ―He looked at least seven feet long...I saw
him open his mouth wide--it gave him a weirdly voracious aspect as though he had wanted to
swallow all the air, all the earth, all the men before him‖ (59). Kurtz‘s physical appearance is
ghoulish; the reader is unsure if this comes from his dastardly bloodlust toward the natives in his
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maniacal quest for utopian riches or his embrace of their alien culture, both positions finding
their ideological roots in the grotesquely churning African terrain. From there Kurtz dies on
Marlow‘s boat, exclaiming ―The horror! The horror!‖ insinuating that his material lusts for
power and control result in an ambivalent dissolution of either his own making or a return to the
base primordial composition of man found on the African continent, strengthening Marlow‘s
earlier statement of an uneasy kinship. To elucidate this argument on the potential underlying
racist leanings of Conrad‘s novella, Chinua Achebe writes, ―It is important to note that Conrad,
careful as ever with his words, is concerned not so much about distant kinship as about someone
laying a claim on it. The black man lays claim on the white man which is well-nigh intolerable‖
(Achebe 257). While some would deem this work as anti-imperialist, it stands to reason that
Conrad‘s message does not fully forbid against the logic of Imperialism as an enemy of a
universal moral humanism. Yet, Achebe‘s essay rebukes the idea of a demonic landscape,
instead reasoning that Europeans themselves have cursed the land only to stand back away from
their muck feeling clean, righteous, and angelic (261). For Achebe‘s review of Conrad, it is
important to give Africans their collective voices and to recognize the wrongs of the past. Thus,
Nisi Shawl‘s Everfair recasts the Congo Free State as the place for a dramatic revolution: a
Utopian society is created in the heart of Conrad‘s darkness, overthrowing the villainous king
Leopold by uniting Africans, Europeans, Asians, and Afro-Americans under a common cause of
light and liberty.
Everfair attempts to refashion history, posing vignettes alternatively to contemplate the
deconstruction of Leopold‘s terrorism. Thus, the novel covers a period of thirty years in which
the British Fabian society and other groups band together to emigrate to the Congo territory in
order to create their idealistic versions of freedom that hold varying prejudices from the former
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societies from which they came. Each chapter appears in fragmented moments that are months
and sometimes years apart in order to depict interpersonal relationships that show the triumphs
and failures of the modernist communal city-scape. While certain characters get lost in the
writing and the narrative arch becomes disorienting, the goal of the work is ambitious enough to
carry out the understanding of Utopia as an experimental project fraught with implicit flaws. To
understand the position of Utopia in SF, Phillip E. Wegner writes, ―...the most concrete
manifestation of any science fiction narrative‘s Utopianism is to be located in those moments
wherein the enclosure of the conventional realist work is displaced by an openness to the
unfinished potential of historical becoming‖ (50). In this light, Shawl‘s use of form resists
realist‘s conventions in favor of thinking about the past as it relates to the present and what the
promise of Utopia can mean for an American society laden with retrograde ideologies of racism,
classism, homophobia, sexism, ageism, and religious intolerance. The front matter of the novel
consists of an extensive character list with nation headings: European, USian, African, and East
Asian making Everfair a coalition of disparate forces. Likewise Shawl attempts to revitalize
discussions of Africa, a point that so many historians and fiction writers alike have neglected or
erased altogether. Key themes of ideology, science, race, sexuality, and socialism abound in
Everfair to illustrate the struggle for utopia and the passage of time.
The Everfair community operates as a critical utopia for the present and the past. I draw
on Tom Moylan‘s proposal for the utopian imagination as a guide to pinpoint the novel‘s key
arguments and conflicts. Moylan claims that ―While appearing to concern itself with the ‗future,‘
science fiction actually gives a fresh look at the present as it is represented in the past of a
fictionally extrapolated future‖ (42). Shawl‘s novel works in the reverse: the past is fictionally
extrapolated in order to contemplate the present and usher in thoughts of potential futures
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alongside recent difficulties in reaching them. Likewise, while Shawl pens the literary utopia, she
demonstrates the tension between the colonial vision of utopia and the postcolonial subject‘s
refashioning of utopia, which is fleshed out in the relationships between Everfair‘s diverse
citizens. This tension, to Moylan, is essential to the success of the critical utopia in the
postmodern era:
Aware of the historical tendency of the utopian genre to limit the imagination to one
particular ideal and also aware of the restriction of the utopian impulse to marketing
mechanisms, the authors of the critical utopia assumes the risky task of reviving the
emancipatory utopian imagination while simultaneously destroying the traditional utopia
and yet preserving it in a transformed and liberated form that [is] critical both of utopian
writing itself and of the prevailing social formation (42).
In turn, her use of the utopian form recasts industrial innovation into tools for good instead of the
destructive churning that allows capitalism to thrive. Therefore, Shawl‘s novel exists as
paradoxical formation of aims in which utopia liberates the African holocaust from victimization
while warning against the negative utopian idealization that undergirds the SteamPunk subgenre.
SteamPunk is predicated on the utilization of anachronistic inventions imaginatively
powered by pre-electric technology. The stories imagine a dreamscape in which marvels are
performed during the period of Victorian industrialization, throwing the protagonists into an
escapist reality that romanticizes manners and civility. SteamPunk is filled subversively with the
ideology of colonial nostalgia which denigrates a fully globalized consciousness. The reality of
the Victorian era is filled with the hardship of human bodies maimed by city-wide factories for
little money, the colonization of African and Asian countries in order to mine raw materials, and
the beginning of an unregulated consumption of natural resources to fuel the burgeoning
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capitalist machine: ―Leopold‘s personal enrichment came at an exorbitant price to the indigenous
population. To harvest ivory and, more importantly, rubber, required conscription of the
‗natives.‘ In the process all manner of hideous acts were committed‖ (Weisbord 36). However,
Everfair begins with a different version of SteamPunk. In the first two chapters, technology is
idealized and then juxtapose its horrifying material origin. A biracial French woman named
Lisette Toutournier rides a motorized bicycle with rubber wheels down a hill in a country
province: ―...then going faster, faster! Flying! Freedom! She stroked the machine‘s still-gleaming
handlebars, then leaned to fit her forehead at their center, so. ‗Dear one,‘ whispered Lisette.
‗How can you ever know how much you mean to me?‘‖ (20). Toutournier‘s adoration of
technology foreshadows marginalized people forming symbiotic relationships with technology in
order to find new paths to liberation. However, in the next chapter, an African American
preacher named Reverend Lieutenant Thomas Jefferson Wilson is shocked by what he beholds in
Leopold‘s Congo while on missionary work: ―Four cars comprised the steam train‘s entire
length…Thomas at first had succumbed to this charm and to the undeniable romance of such a
small machine so beautifully built—until his peregrinations brought home to him the human cost
involved‖ (24). This critical contemplation of the labor involved to produce technology disallows
the reader to employ escapism and nostalgia by directly confronting techno-culture in order to
render the culture useful for the people who are oppressed by it.
Switching her gaze to England, Shawl introduces the character Jackie Owens, a member
of the British Fabian Society, who lays the groundwork for her critical utopia. Although the
Fabian Society actually existed, its socialistic reach did not extend from England; historically,
the Fabians backed Imperialism as the great humanizing mission while seeking gradual social
and economic reform in England. In an essay on the Fabians and empire, Fred Sneider writes,
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―In its Fabian metamorphosis, the utilitarian idea of empire thus displayed zeal for order and
centralization, and its dominant theme was greater efficiency‖ (501). Thus, Owens‘ mission to
buy land from the Belgian king in order to initiate a land free from his tyrannical rule in aid of
the Congolese is against the historical premise of the group in general. Shawl‘s use of Fabian
socialism requires the reader to question the blind eye that Marxists groups turned to the
devastation of colonialism in order to foster capitalist enterprises. Walking down a street in
London, Owens notices that ―Prices disappeared from shop windows, beggars from corners and
alley entrances, rendered obsolete by the benignities of the surprisingly successful Fabian
movement‘s socialism‖ (26). Here, Shawl demonstrates that the socialist‘s movement worked in
England, meaning that the same social and economic reform could also work elsewhere in the
world. This revolutionary flipping of the parties dynamics is with good cause since the reader
knows the outcome of European silence: genocide and mass exploitation. Reverend Wilson‘s
experience of the Congo, borrows the language of Conrad‘s Kurtz to compassionately depict the
merciless treatment of Africans, inciting the utmost necessity for intervention: ―Horror. The
Reverend Lieutenant Thomas Jefferson Wilson could think of no other word to sum up what he
had experienced on this trip. Even now, alone in the quiet, white-walled room provided him by
his host, he heard their cries, he saw their wasted bodies, their eyes bulging…‖ (22). Wilson and
Owens do not ambiguously sit by hoping that the atrocities of the Congo will fade away from
memory through distance; Wilson‘s African-American identity allows him to see the kinship
between himself and the African victims, reminding him of the chattel servitude from which
blacks in America were just freed.
Seeing the mutual aims of creating a socialist society while battling tyranny, Jackie
Owens aligns with Reverend Wilson to galvanize citizens of England to fund the release of
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captives from Leopold‘s camps. Wilson reasons that ―The Benevolent Fund he and Mr. Owen‘s
Fabian Society had established had helped, but now it would be spent up. He hoped those who
had contributed would appreciate the use to which it was about to be put‖ (47). Everfair, a land
of disparate alliances, calls upon Irish and English workmen who have experienced their own
revolutions via the labor party. Shawl formulates this moderate leftist group to lead the struggle
for equality that is lacking in current reality. Her reborn Fabians, using power and influence,
stand against oppression where other majority white groups have inconsistently spoken on behalf
of black and brown subjects. Therefore, freedom is predicated upon constant communal effort.
Upon making it to the Congo, Owens makes a daring speech: ‗If I stood here all night, I wouldn‘t
be able to convey to you one half of what I aim for us to accomplish in our new home, liberated
from the constraints of capitalism and repressive governments. I know many of you are eager to
share your own ambitions for our endeavor, and I invite you to do so—now is the time!‖ (62).
While Owens chooses an unlikely place to start his colony, English notions of manifest destiny
pervade the humanitarian effort that he orchestrates. While he proposes to liberate everyone
through the creation of Everfair, he prioritizes the ambitions of white settlers in a self-serving
freedom that tangentially aids those who are harmed most by Leopold: Africans. However,
Owens knows that without the dissolution of the Congo Free State, his dreams of an egalitarian
society led by white people would fail miserably: ―Uneasily, Jackie allowed himself to reflect
consciously on the Fabians‘ secret program, the deliberate loss of white lives in a black cause‖
(106). Paradoxically, only through seeing that the value of white livelihood would be in peril in
Leopold‘s power could Everfair emerge into the benevolent and far-thinking stronghold of
humanity of Owen‘s dreams.
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Thus, the land of Everfair represents what appears to be an effort of blended identities to
perform an impossible feat: sustainable equality. However, history has many such sites to
observe in which people from various marginalized backgrounds came together to create a
commune that was mutually beneficial. To describe the proto-socialist multiethnic movement
that developed in the Atlantic, metaphorically depicted as the Greek Hydra, Peter Linebaugh and
Marcus Rediker write, ―The hydra became a means of exploring multiplicity, movement, and
connection, the long waves and planetary currents of humanity. The multiplicity was indicated,
as it were, in silhouette in the multitudes who gathered at the market, in the fields, on the piers
and the ships, on the plantations, upon the battlefields‖ (6). Before hierarchies became fixed
upon racial lines in the early modern world, diversity became a way of survival in an awakening
class consciousness to fight the European aristocracy and trading companies. The many-headedhydra‘s historical example as well as the alternative world that Shawl creates provide the
framework for scaffolding the socialist cityscape as a means to resist capitalism and Africa‘s
position as a concrete stepping-stone for global economic interests. Her thought experiment
presents socialistic diversity as functional, found in Fredric Jameson‘s theory of ―cognitive
mapping.‖ Jameson writes,
Achieved cognitive mapping will be a matter of form, and I hope I have shown how it
will be an integral part of a socialist politics, although its own possibility may well be
dependent on some prior political opening, which its task would then be to enlarge
culturally. Still, even if we cannot imagine the productions of such an aesthetic, there
may, nonetheless, as with the very idea of Utopia itself, be something positive in the
attempt to keep alive the possibility of imagining such a thing (356).
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Cognitive mapping proposes that any socialist movement in a spatial city environment fails when
applied to a global system of politics because the movement is absorbed into the ever-evolving
system of capital. Therefore, socialism must be formally and continuously represented;
estranging literatures via Science and speculative fiction seem to be the most productive
placeholders for imagining world-wide socialist movements until the ideological premises from
which the movements are born can take shape in reality. Thus, Everfair‘s imagined democratic
socialist utopia must start in the imaginative pages of the novel before it can branch to other parts
of the imaginative thinking and, potentially, beyond by acting as a model for reality‘s own state
of being and becoming.
Paramount to the success of liberating the Congolese from brutal treatment is the use of
SteamPunk technology in the form of airships; the fantastical invention propels citizens of
Everfair into an alternate future. A Chinese engineer named Tink seeks refuge in Everfair in
order to escape the back-breaking labor that the Chinese were contracted to build a railroad in
Leopold‘s glory. Upon his arrival, Tink begins to consult with a refugee tribe known as BahSangah in order to create prototypes for the first airship engines: ―‗The Littlest Heater is based
on the deepest principles of Bah Sangah cosmology‘...whistling whir and the whole contraption
cleared their heads and went swooping triumphantly toward the caves‘ entrance‖ (101). The use
of the tribe‘s creation myths coupled with applied mechanical engineering demonstrates that the
two disciplines can be fused together and inspire one another, a feature used in Afrofuturism to
foster agency. Equally, Shawl dismisses prejudices entailing African unfitness for technology by
placing the Bah Sangah as the spearheads of this advancement that will save millions. The reader
sees how airships can be put to use in daring rescues: ―The growling of the air canoe‘s engine
had grown to a roar like a waterfall...Mbuza flew high above Kinshasa‘s perimeter, loosing
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bombs and baskets of burning pitch‖ (117, 135). While steam technology becomes frivolous and
whimsical by recasting appliances and tools that exist in the present to be labeled as SteamPunk,
Shawl uses it as the tech of liberation to destabilize the glorification of a past in which people
were commodified. This tech becomes vital when native Congolese King Mwenda is confronted
with an image of cruelty: ―Many very ill people lay on the ground, which was soft with
excrement. He met a girl‘s eyes. She lay naked, arms curled around a tiny corpse. She blinked at
him. Alive. The thing she cradled was not. Nor the one on whom she rested her head‖ (121).
Seeing this devastation, the newly formed citizens of Everfair become beacons of hope who
heroically stave off the historical doom of the African interior.
Equally important to the creation of rescue technology is the establishment and support of
the Everfair government and its people as a whole, which promotes the call for a utopian
installation of communism. Bringing together an emigrating band of people from varying
backgrounds also includes differences in race and sexuality. Lisette Toutournier and Daisy
Albins, co-founders of Everfair‘s hospital and egalitarian Mote, hold a lesbian relationship with
one another although each are bisexual and open to polyamorous love. While this was taboo in
the Victorian Era, Everfair opens a space for each character to love freely without persecution.
To set the stage for a more free and tolerant society, Shawl creates open relationships, which is
better understood in Ruth Levitas‘ position on the formulation of utopia: ―First, any discussion of
the good society must contain, at least implicitly, a claim for a way of being that is posited as
better than our current experience. It entails both imagining ourselves otherwise and a judgment
about what constitutes humans flourishing‖ (Utopia as Method 177). The utopian possibility of
feminine agency, power, and homosexuality are allowed to thrive even when they are still
debated in present reality, furthering the premise of the critical nature of Shawl‘s utopia.
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However, Toutournier‘s mixed raced heritage becomes a sticking point for Daisy Albin
that demonstrates that racial barriers are less malleable and extend deeply into the tabooed
phenomenon of homosexual love affairs. When discussing the issue of interracial heterosexual
relationships, Daisy Albin‘s says ―It‘s the prospect of their marriage...Fwendi will want to have a
baby--several! In God‘s eyes we are all equal. But think of the consequences, the miscegenation.
The children‖ (219-220). Daisy‘s racist comments demonstrate that while citizens of Everfair
have come to the land to seek freedom and a new way of life, their previous ideologies are firmly
rooted and impact interpersonal relations for years. Thus, if they wish to forge ahead into new
ways of being, they must shed their old life and prejudices, a prospect that is difficult to
actualize. Hence, her use of the critical utopia becomes essential. In addition, Shawl uses
interracial relationships as a kind of technology that incites change. Each romantic pairing of
black, white, and Asian allows for inextricable bridges to be built; characters create futures with
one another that would otherwise be outlawed in different countries, so they must ensure the
defeat of Leopold if they are to enjoy the life they have created. As far-reaching as the novel
proposes to be, ironically no biracial-multinational children are born during the course of it.
Despite the lack of multiracial offspring, Everfair‘s utopian efforts bear fruit of a
different kind; through the use of brass and gear technology alongside medical advances and
concerted communal involvement, refugees from Leopold‘s camps are given prosthetics to
replace limbs, creating a race of African cyborgs equipped to challenge oppression. The loss of
limbs via forced amputation is an awful historical reality of the Congo Free State that was
enacted as a consequence for Africans who did not collect enough rubber to fill the tyrant‘s
quotas. Everfair‘s engineered limbs allow the refugees to reenter society and fly the air canoes to
the front lines, performing more rescue missions to save lives and destroy camps, creating
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agency for former victims that realistic fiction could never reclaim. Shawl, focusing on the
utopian society free of the Belgian after ten years of Everfair‘s founding, disposes of Leopold in
a swift and nonchalant way: ―Thomas still clung to the hope something would go right.
Something had to. Something did. Leopold lost. He had been doing so for more than a season‖
(196). Leopold‘s defeat comes as a startling revelation where the reader is unsure of what loss
actually means, but it seems as if Everfair‘s existence is all that was needed to vanquish the
tyrrant. The end of the monarch‘s reign proves that the actions of a diverse coalition will always
triumph over silence.
At the end of the first half of the novel, the reader is introduced to the metaphysical
power system that metaphorically shrouds Everfair in a light that resist Conrad‘s murky and
dismal depictions of Africa. In a mission to free more Congolese, the Reverend Wilson is shot.
During his hallucinations, he encounters the god Loango who, in an effort to save his life,
recruits him as a servant of the Bah Sangah tribal faith: ―‗If I give you your life back, you will
owe it to me. Acceptable?‘ The big hand loosened and Thomas nodded. Yes. Its grip tightened
again and drew him in next to the fire. It draped him over the anvil. He shrank, or the anvil grew
until it held all of him‖ (191). This transformation puts him in direct conflict with his initial
mission, coupled with Martha Hunter/Albin, to bring the heathen Africans to the light of
Christianity. This conversion of faiths dissolves yet another historically established prejudice
when forced into dealing with the opposite of its kind. Here, it seems that Shawl prioritizes
African traditional worship as the way to liberate others and discourages the elitism that the
Afro-American Christians espouse. Wilson‘s transformation aligns directly with the declared
defeat of Leopold, which seems to say that mythical deities acted on behalf of Everfair just as
equally as the citizens of Everfair fought for themselves.
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Free from the tyranny of Leopold and emboldened by a fully established community,
Everfair’s tale jumps ahead ten years, placing the land in the midst of World War I where Shawl
reasons that the country must act collectively to maintain its ever dwindling grasp on freedom.
Everfair is thrown into the middle, still thought of as a territory claimed by multiple European
nations who lent their support during the coup of Leopold II wishing to collect on their divided
interests. War on a global scale demonstrates that the utopia is still forced to participate in global
capitalism, pushing them into war with the British who were their chief benefactors against
Leopold II. However, Everfair, with the gift of the Loango-anointed Wilson, vanquishes the
British using mysterious powers in a liminal dream world: ―Reaching up without looking, he
filled his hands with fire...when the bolt‘s weight felt right, he hurled at the soldier‘s below.
Boom! Thunder followed in the wake of Thomas‘s lightning. Boom! Boom! Again and Again he
struck. Wailing, the white men died‖ (264). This use of magic allows the tidy defeat of the
British, freeing Everfair once more from colonial clutches. Shawl imagines that the innate power
of the socialist state is enough to protect citizens from being enveloped by the monster of the
capitalist machine. To illumine how Shawl uses SF to explore and deconstruct the formation of
capitalist modernity from the viewpoint of the marginalized, I draw on Wegner‘s estimation of
SF as a practice: ―from its emergence in the late nineteenth century, science fiction represents a
significant global modernist practice, it‘s estranging visions of other cognitive worlds providing
a way of bringing into focus the dramatic transformations and conflicts that define the
experiences of an imperialist capitalist modernity and its world system‖ (14). Aware of the uses
of SF in the 19th century, Shawl uses the genre against itself in order to protect the people who
became victims of imperialism, ushering in a useful model for the present to resist narratives of
domination.
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While magic may be out of the purview of SteamPunk, Shawl‘s use of it shows that
mythological power sources have a tangible place in African systems of thought, and therefore
occupy a kind of technological space of their own that protect inhabitants from devastation. In
the same way, magic is used by the Congolese spy Fwendi as a means to uncover European plots
against Everfair as a quickly developing nation. Using cats as vehicles to transport her
consciousness, Fwendi listens in on a conversation where a European spy, ironically, is aware
that magical African power systems are alive and well: ―The cat's‘ breathing matched
Fwendi‘s...She entered the cat's head...‗Superstition‘s nothing to laugh at in Africa,‘ asserted the
third man‖ (267). Her magical ability gives her the technological tactical advantage to protect
Everfair from covert operatives who seek to dismantle Everfair from the inside. Together, these
different magic systems help to protect Everfair from its second war.
However, a third and final war arises: Everfair‘s civil war, complicating the notions that
egalitarian democracy will solve all problems. The internal tensions of racial supremacy and
privilege seem to win out. Since the second half of the novel begins with Jackie Owen‘s death
having taken place off stage, we learn that Daisy Albins present to the democratic ruling council
of Everfair, known as the Mote, to have a holiday in his honor, declare English the official
language of Everfair, and acknowledge Owens as the founder of the land. This point that is
definitely refuted by King Mwenda,: ―‗[Mwenda:]The Mote is not in charge! I am. This is my
home, my land!‘ [Daisy:] ‗But Everfair is for all! We took you in, refugees, rescued you, fought
beside you-- [Mwenda:] ‗You bought our land from someone who didn‘t own it--a thief!‘‖ (224).
Having lost his tolerance for whites in the land, Mwenda attempts to order them out of Everfair
and fails, losing lives in the process.
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The novel, ends in a peaceable agreement once Daisy, through Lizette Toutournier‘s
guidance, sees the Eurocentric errors of her thinking. To understand why the novel ends, Ruth
Levita‘s work becomes useful. In Utopia as Method, Levitas writes, ―If the utopia is the
expression of what is missing of the experience of lack in any given society or culture, then a
proper understanding of any society must include the consideration of unfulfilled aspirations
which it produces‖ (66). Based on the sociological implications of utopia, it becomes clear that
Shawl intends to recognize a call in which whiteness, while initially necessary for Evefair‘s
heroic crusade against tyranny, is no longer sovereign when it comes to living harmoniously
among one another. The twenty-five year old socialist utopia is disbanded with its purpose
exhausted in favor of allowing Africans to enjoy their own agency free of imperialistic
underpinnings:―‗[Matty:] Best to set aside our participatory democracy? What would Jacki--‘
[Daisy]: ‗Mr. Owen would say we‘ve done what must be done to survive‘‖ (363). Thus the tale
concludes with Lizette, in which it began; in an engine powered vehicle, this time an air canoe,
thinking a single thought: ―The monarchy would not last‖ (381). With the end of the democracy,
she believes will begin the end of Everfair under King Mwenda‘s rule after having ushered in
new advancements that will engulf the noble and humble mission of their original cause. The
ending of liberal democracy in favor of the Congolese monarchy demonstrates that the true
utopian democratic impulse, to Shawl, lies within first rectifying and coming to terms with the
rightful indignation of the oppressed before any attempts at peaceful egalitarianism can be made.
As in all things, it seems that utopia‘s vision for the new or the better is the same reason why it
inevitably collapses.
In essence, Nisi Shawl‘s Everfair intercedes on behalf of the millions who lost their lives
during the genocide that Leopold II inflicted on the Congolese in the wake of the European
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colonization of Africa. Her novel negates previous notions of African inferiority as presented by
Joseph Conrad‘s Heart of Darkness. Conrad, using estranging techniques in science-fiction
fashion, paints Africa as a mysteriously evil land that places white morality and civilization in
jeopardy through mere contact with its soil alongside the avaricious nature of colonialism. His
pity of the slaughter of Africans is remorseful for the haunting terror that looms over white
civility in its foolish attempts to civilize the continent which he deems the ignoble home of
primitive life. Thus, Shawl, in her attempt to express her creation of ―Afroretrofuturism‖
establishes a way to use the past as an exercise in healing traumas while offering criticisms of the
past alongside current global socio-political circumstances. At the heart of her work is a
confrontation of vast silence; this silence is the shared complicity of individuals who could have
acted on behalf of the murdered Africans but maintained their ways of life because of the
materials gains that were produced via African sorrow.
Thus, there are points in the novel where Shawl‘s use of a Victorian writing style slips in
and out of present colloquial language. Whether on purpose or an accidental inconsistency in
narrative voice, the reader can note that this is a story for now just as much as it is for
envisioning the past. Her language becomes anachronistically modern when describing
lesbianism and race as a challenge to present ongoing conflicts of equality. These anachronisms
combine to show that the overlaying of fantastical SteamPunk description is only a thin veneer
for her thoughts on today. Everfair's egalitarian efforts are an idealization of how a democratic
society should work without diluting or white-washing an African cultural and metaphysical
authenticity—an authenticity that actually both establishes and saves Shawl‘s dreamland of
disparate voices. Her novel becomes the blueprint for an actualized utopic way of living that
spreads an African light where there was once proposed an ―impenetrable‖ darkness. As Shawl‘s
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novel looks to the past in order to move confront the present, Nnedi Okorafor‘s novella Binti
charges ahead into the distant future. Equally, her placement of an African woman in space
attending an intergalactically diverse university pushes against the echoes of colonialism and
systemic oppression to render visions of an far-reaching Afro-diasporic utopia.
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CHAPTER III

FAR FROM HOME: UTOPIAN NEGOTIATION IN NNEDI OKORAFOR‘S BINTI

Winning the Hugo Award for best novella, Nnedi Okorafor‘s Binti fuses together African
mysticism and tribal heritage with speculations on the far-reaching future. The protagonist, Binti,
comes from the Himba people of Namibia and is invited to study at Oomza University as a gifted
mathematician, scientist, and inventor. Most notably, the story centers around what would be
considered an unlikely heroine in SF: a young woman from tribal Africa becomes a pioneer for
space travel and exploration. Using race to contemplate the traditions of social and political
history, Okorafor‘s work takes on large implications by overthrowing the typical narrative logic
of whiteness acting as a cultural and ethnic default for humankind in the future. In conjunction,
to use Darko Suvinian theoretical SF terminology, by estranging the cognitive through
highlighting the metaphysical mechanics of science and normalizing estrangement using Himba
traditions to understand alien encounters, Binti offers a way to think beyond the capitalistic
renderings of progressive science. The story showcases epistemological technology as a racial
barrier-breaking apparatus that esteems planetary consciousness over past displays of Eurocentricity used to discount marginalized people in order to delve natural resources. By placing
the Himba at the forefront of a technologically saturated future, Okorafor positions the audience
to rethink historical points of erasure and trauma by infusing space‘s utopian landscape with
Afro-historical knowledge.
Binti‘s prodigious mastery of science allows her to participate in an intergalactic vision
of socialism; no race, class, or ethnicity is beyond the reach of the university. However, this
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planetary diversity is not without a caveat, for although the Himba are the creators of the
astrolabes that are used around the universe, Binti is still the first to be invited to Oomza because
of her talent. Binti‘s entrance into Oomza for her skill aligns with recognition of the mysterious
relationship that Africa has with science as a metaphysical extension of their historical
reality. Equally, Okorafor‘s commentary on black and brown ―firsts‖ as a continuous
phenomenon within the future speaks to present feelings of worthiness through meritocracy, and,
perhaps contradictorily, the importance of representation for people of color at institutions that
lack inclusivity. Thus, Binti must betray her people‘s traditions in order to have them recognized
on the global stage.
To be clear, Binti‘s journey attempts to blur the lines of conflict in which indigenous
knowledge is placed in tension with Westernized scientific method. The story is not remiss for
exposing these contradictions, but offers an exploration of the underlying tensions between the
cultural and historical emergence of marginalized people into mainstream society. Okorafor‘s
overarching message is that the people of Africa have always been within the dialogue of
civilization, progress, and academia, not outliers in some absolute or fixed past. Africa itself has
furnished the sorely begotten materials of history via chattel slavery, colonization, genocide, and
the plundering of natural resources, to which notions of modern progress and innovation owe a
great debt. Thus, it is only logical that Okorafor‘s utopian vision insists upon unpacking
Otherness by painting the future within the scope of an African identity, but that identity is not
without its limits. For example, Binti narrates: ―My tribe is obsessed with innovation and
technology, but it is small, private, and as I said, we don‘t like to leave Earth. We prefer to
explore the universe by traveling inward as opposed to outward‖ (21). By exposing the Himba
way of thinking, Okorafor readily demonstrates that tribal metaphysical practices do not have to
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be at odds with the supposedly modern secularization of hard science. Binti‘s tribal inner
―exploration‖ agrees with a notion in Womack‘s interview of Dr. Malidoma Patrice Some:
‗my elders were comfortable with Star Trek, the West's vision of its own future. Because
they believe in things like magical beings (Spock), traveling at the speed of light, and
teleportation, the wonders that Westerners imagine being part of their future are very
much a part of my elders' present. The irony is that the West sees the indigenous world as
primitive or archaic. Wouldn't it be wonderful if the West could learn to be as 'archaic' as
my elders are?' (79).
Much like Some‘s dissolution of realistic boundaries, Binti toys with the notion of what is and is
not possible to people who combine spirituality with science as a complex matrix of ontological
narrative. As a Nigerian-American woman, Okorafor intimates the Pan-Africanist desire for
communities of color to protect cultural authenticity while still wishing to join the global
consciousness of dominant society. Dominant society has historically rebuked such culturally
traditional practices, which creates a profound dissonance in the goals of what Binti‘s attendance
at Oomza Uni may entail.
These intersectional desires stem from Okorafor‘s wish to engage with the composition
of Afro-diasporic history and experience. Drawing upon this notion of a dynamic and engaged
history, Binti‘s tale answers the call to notions of a collaborative modernity posited by Meera
Nanda:
Such redefinitions amount to rejecting modern scientific reason and secularism as
culturally inappropriate for non-Western societies. Rather than see non-Western cultures
as participating in a shared global history, providing competing but potentially
convergent responses to universally shared human needs and aspirations, movements for
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‗alternative modernity‘ see different cultures as providing radically different meanings to
radically different experiences of modernization (7).
Nanda believes that ―alternative modernity‖ movements are dangerous because they seek to do
away with progressive science in favor of ideological mysticisms that can be detrimental
regarding the physical and psychological well-being of traditional Indian inhabitants specifically.
However, since Science Fiction is the literary practice of intersectional surrealities that can
nebulously invoke the use of hard science and its speculative extrapolations, Binti‘s sojourn
switches between shared global history and multimodal modernities that can functionally address
the desire for a traditional aesthetic while still participating in a Western technological
cosmopolitanism. Okorafor, while celebrating the cultural sanctity of the Himba does not attempt
to replace scientific reason altogether with an indigenous ―not the same, but equal to‖ logic; her
world building negotiates the intricate dance between science and metaphysics by placing them
in constant conversation with one another.
Additionally, the field of science is not without its historical ideological bias and has
been used to oppress and exploit people of color by falsely insisting upon biological inferiority
determined by race. Originally, the Himba tribe of Namibia is a nomadic tribe in the southwest
region of the African continent. Because they lead an isolated life with few outside influences,
they continue to practice a traditional lifestyle that is far removed from what is considered the
modern arc of history. The Himba subsist on a completely agrarian way of life centered on cattle
herding, rarely trading commercially with others outside of their villages. However, beyond the
exotic pictures displayed in a simple Google search showcasing the red clay covering their skin
and hair, not much is widely known of the traumatic history of the Himba people. Discussing the
gruesome annihilation of the Herero Wars, Khatjia Bibi Khan writes, ―From being proud owners
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of land, and cattle as their main material resource that guaranteed the independence of the Herero
and the Nama before German incursions into Namibia, the indigenous were reduced to
nonentities‖ (217). The Herero Wars of 1904 witnessed the genocide of thousands of tribal
Namibians at the hands of German colonial powers under the direction of Lotha Von Trothar.
Much like King Leopold‘s Congo, only recently have these mass killings been described as
actual Holocausts (Khan 216). However, unlike the German-Jewish holocaust of the 1940s,
reparations have yet to be paid to descendants of the Herero, Nama, and Himba. Given the
horrendous history of the country and its people, a call for social justice and the excavation of
this site of trauma is highly warranted. To do so would require a refashioning of experience, via
a fictional apparatus like SF, in order to recognize the Himba as the pioneers of the future instead
of as perpetual victims of history, for which Binti is designed.
For readers of Science Fiction, the Himba people are not the typical protagonists of space
travel tales that usually center on white males as scientists and astronauts who possess arbitrarily
assigned skillsets necessary to traverse the unknown. This notion of the future as a place only for
whites is rooted in Western propaganda of the fantastical civilizing rigor of science, which
societies outside of this spectrum are purported to lack. If, in Isiah Lavender‘s estimation, SF is
able to challenge assumed whiteness via setting and characterization, then the Himba offer to
readers a new ―ethnoscape‖ to confront the colonial narrative of progress from the primitive.
The tribal reality of the Himba provides a new horizon to interrogate westernized popular fiction.
Lavernder posits, ―Adapted to science fiction, an ethnoscape provides a symbolic transfer of
meaning between racial/ethnic politics and the shifting world of the sf text, resolving the
contradictions of homogeneity and exposing the ways that sf unthinkingly produces white
privilege‖ (158). If the ideology of colonial civilization is to be believed and still perpetuated in
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the present, then the tribal existence of the Himba places them at a disadvantage that, according
to Johannes Fabian‘s notion on the anthropological ―denial of coevality‖ has been naturalized;
nothing in terms of ―progress‖ should develop from the tribe since it exists outside of history to
the modern world. Fabian reasons that anthropologists have created a historical justification for
colonialism by creating the racial Other, to which whiteness becomes representative of progress,
which he critically deconstructs: ―It is by diagnosing anthropology‘s temporal discourse that one
rediscovers the obvious, namely that there is no knowledge of the Other which is not also a
temporal, historical, a political act‖ (1). Okorafor and many other Afrodiasporic writers combat
the ―denial of coevality‖ by writing against previous notions of primitiveness by juxtaposing
metaphysical, cultural, and technological discourses. Imperialist ideology stems historically from
Georg Wilhlem Friedrich Hegel‘s dismissal of history pertaining to Africa in his Philosophy of
History, where he posits that ―In Negro life the characteristic point is the fact that consciousness
has not yet attained to the realization of any substantial objective existence...The Negro, as
already observed, exhibits the natural man in his completely wild and untamed state. We must
lay aside all thought of reverence and morality — all that we call feeling — if we would rightly
comprehend him; there is nothing harmonious with humanity to be found in this type of
character‖ (111). It has been the goal of African Diasporic writers to continue to vehemently
rebuke Hegel‘s estimations of African history by detailing the rich and far-reaching history of the
entire continent.
Unfortunately, in the present neocolonial reality, the Himba and variant tribes of Africa
are still the fetishized Other, thrown in with the pitied images of the poverty-stricken third world;
in the eyes of the first world, all are neatly separated from the mechanisms of global capital that
have placed African people within the margins. However, philosopher Alain Badiou‘s discourse
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on ethics becomes useful here when rethinking notions of victimhood: ―...an almost
incomprehensible resistance on the part of that which, in them, does not coincide with the
identity of victim. This is where we are to find Man, if we are determined to think him...that is to
say, precisely something other than a victim, other than a being-for-death, and thus: something
other than a mortal being‖ (11-12). In this Badiouian light, Okorafor‘s marginalized figures seek
to resist victimization in their stories in order to convince themselves and others that the default
position of these people does not lay within helpless abjection in the wake of trauma. Writers and
readers alike can forge ahead into new ways of thinking toward embracing a new universal logic.
This logic reinvents previously held worldviews to place Africans as wielders of an ancient yet
innovative power within the future.
Therefore, the challenge to the past is no coincidence: Okorafor‘s storytelling
demonstrates the balancing act that must be accomplished by writers of color in their efforts to
foreground indigenous epistemological practices without erasing the necessary messages of
scientific and social innovation. Binti‘s existence argues the case that the two cannot be
separated, and the ideological premise that they are is a betrayal of Africa. To explain further, the
postcolonial vision of utopia, to Bill Ashcroft, is the acknowledgement of the postcolonial
subject‘s ability to blend the past with the present in a sort of reconciliation: ―The utopianism of
the past in the postcolonial imagination is not only an attempt to disrupt the dominance of
European history, but also an attempt to reconceive a place in the present, a place transformed by
the infusion of this past. In traditional postcolonial societies, the radically new is always
embedded in and transformed by the past‖ (82). For readers to imagine a revisionary future that
negates what they know of tribal Africa‘s troubled past and its material extension into the
present, it is useful for the novella to be written in first person in order to develop a kind of
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focused temporal logic that excludes colonized underdevelopment. This perspective reflects the
genre of European travel logs of old in which the reader is situated within the mind of the
character as a silent observer; we are immediately critical of our own prejudices and biases by
being transported into someone else‘s consciousness while experiencing the thoughts and desires
of the character who would otherwise seem entirely too distant. This kind of journaling becomes
consistent with European travel tales in order to subvert it for its own refashioned historical
purposes. Exploring the origins of the fetishization of African tourism, Kevin Dunn writes,
―European colonial policies were greatly informed by the travelogues of explorers-from
Columbus and the Conquistadors in the Americas to Henry Morton Stanley and Christian
missionaries in Africa‖ (484). Through creating the adventurous travel narrative, Okorafor‘s use
of Binti‘s first-person account attempts to familiarize readers with her cultural identity, creating a
new experience that sheds light on a people who exist in reality while normalizing that
experience. Many people reading this have either no knowledge of the Himba, or are only aware
of them through media projections as touristic primitive tribes people of some alien African
desert located outside of time.
Binti‘s journey proves that African people, especially young African women, create their
own agency and are very much concerned about what happens in their futures. Futurity negates
previously held assumptions of Africa‘s unease with innovation or nostalgic ideologies of
―simple people‖ fit only for tourist‘s consumption. According to Dunn, persistent colonial
thought in the form of modern tourism presently dictates that tribal Africa occupies a fixed or
static state that modernity, characterized by the West, can passively tour and feel comforted in its
own progress via the remoteness of the tribe‘s ―prehistoric‖ position in the present: ―Emplotting
Africans within these narratives requires the 'freezing' of African space--in terms of its meaning
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and boundaries--and an attempt to control African movement. This emplotment is both spatial
and temporal‖ (Dunn 485). Thus, through messages in popular cultural ideology, the Himba and
other African tribes are so remote that postmodernity is better able to conceive of Mars or the
moon than it is of living the lives of these agrarian people who have now become interesting
through the colorful, fetishized photos of National Geographic. In an attempt to disrupt this
neocolonial touristic view of a cemented tribal Africa, the reader encounters a very different
future projection from the present stereotype when told that Binti uses an advanced technological
device called a ―transporter‖ to carry her luggage to the station where a spaceship will take her to
an intergalactic university, Oomza Uni. Readers are thrust into Binti‘s reality, feeling with her
the need for an expression of individuality set apart from her tribe while walking back the
regressive thoughts of Africa formerly depicted as ―the dark interior.‖ Binti says, ―We Himba
don‘t travel. We stay put. Our ancestral land is life; move away from it and you diminish. We
even cover our bodies with it.‖ Here, Binti honors her ancestral and cultural heritage but
acknowledges that she must move forward and beyond her people to establish a future with both
her and them in it.
Binti‘s leaving heralds the utopian promise of crossing into an unknown that could
potentially be better than the known of her life at present. Because of her high-scoring
mathematical potential, she is unable to deny the magnitude of her intellectual duty and the
divergent path that she takes which allows for a new way of being. She contemplates the liminal
space that she now finds herself in after acknowledging that her old life is ruined, obliterated by
the new: ―No matter what choice I made, I was never going to have a normal life, really‖ (13).
Denying entrance to Oomza Uni would doom her to a life that would be lessened by the weight
of her thwarted potential, while accepting the appointment propels her into the possibility of
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complete and utter alienation. Forging ahead is a risk that Okorafor insinuates is an absolute
necessity; creating the astrolabes are ironically useless to the Himba, who never answer the
seductive call of space exploration for themselves. This conflict is caused by the traditional
rubbing against the modern, a conflict with which Okorafor is personally familiar. In the
discussion of creating what she labels ―organic fantasy,‖ she writes about her novel Zahrah, the
Windseeker,
The people of Ooni truly are closer to the land. They do live in trees. And they are the
first people. But they aren‘t primitive, dirty or ignorant. It is also a place that I created
from the discomfort of the warring dominant cultures within me, the American and
Nigerian. In actual history, centuries ago, ‗Ginen‘ was the name that slaves gave the
homeland that they could no longer remember. Ginen was the name of the mythical
Africa (281).
Similarly, the Himba in Binti are not ―ignorant or dirty,‖ yet they are constricted by the inability
to leave because of a desire to preserve their culture. Binti does not begrudge her people their
strict traditional reservations, but independently chooses a different direction for herself by
willingly accepting the consequences of this action. In spirit, she takes with her the land of her
people in the form of the red clay that covers her body called otjize. Space, inverting the colonial
view of the new frontier, becomes Binti‘s ―mythical Africa‖ that offers exponential potentialities.
Okorafor still operates within the boundaries of a neocolonial projection of frontier logic through
Binti‘s tale, yet Binti‘s status as Other, or tribal alien to modern reality depicts a first encounter
between two revolutionized alien terrains: space and Africa.
Since space and Africa operate as the intersection of two terrestrial terrains, Okorafor
opens agency for the alienated Other without the validation of whiteness as the determining
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factor of humanity. Shortly after arriving at the shuttle to board the ship for Oomza, Binti
encounters members of the Khoush, a fictional race modeled after Middle Eastern peoples. The
Khoush, wearing veils and appearing to have lighter skin than Binti‘s, represent a caricature of
the modern or civilized techno-sensitive first world drunk on its own perceived superiority.
Readers are unsure how widespread Koush influence is, but Binti notes that they represent the
―rest of the world‖ to which she is now embarking as an academic participant. Waiting to board
her ship, Binti speculates, ―To them, I was probably like one of the people who lived in caves
deep in the hinter dessert who were so blackened by the sun that they looked like walking
shadows. I‘m not proud to say that I have some Dessert People blood in me from my father‘s
side of the family, that‘s where my dark skin and extra-bushy hair come from‖ (18). While
Okorafor avoids the racial binary of black and white that is seldom absent from African diasporic
writers, Binti‘s self-consciousness echoes a disdainful colorism that seems enmeshed in the
fabric of the global zeitgeist due to the stain of colonialism. However, Binti combats this myopic
stereotype through her social and professional realities: as a modern master harmonizer, she does
not dwell in caves, but acknowledges that her heritage belongs to those who once did. In some
ways, this shame over for her heritage repeats the internalization of the colonial prescription for
marking tribal Africa as prehistoric in relation to a modernized contemporary neocolonial Africa.
Still, the difficult negotiation of how she sees herself reasons that Binti‘s ambiguous
feelings about her history give her the ability to choose multiple identities and ways of being.
The imposed shame of her heritage echoes a layer of history that she, like many black people,
can return to or dismember to find the illogical premise of the shame as a residual leftover of
colonial hegemony. Her circularity prohibits readers from accepting this kind of colorist selfhatred as standard. To further illumine notions of the future in relation to Okorafor‘s proposition
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for reinventing and reclaiming portions of the past, Ashcroft writes, ―One of the key features of
postcolonial utopianism is the location of the future in memory, not as a nostalgic yearning for
the past but as ‗prophetic vision‘ of what may be possible outside imperial structures such as
linear time. Time spirals in these texts, in a circular movement that layers memory and the future
much like what Jameson calls archaeologies of the future‘‖ (15). Since Binti‘s mystical
technology of looking inward helps her to reach heightened mathematical acuity, the act of
―Treeing‖ is central to the momentum of the entire narrative.
Binti, known for her genius, describes treeing as a series of mathematical equations done
in her mind that become more complex until the process of solving equations develops an
internal trance-like rhythm; the utopian premise of her scientific ability is directly related to and
enhanced by her metaphysical participation of becoming spirituality centered. This continuous
state of applying oneself to increasingly difficult problems opens a pathway to a place that
empirical practices cannot reach, broaching on a state of Nirvana in which Binti and other
students sit in a void of clarity: ―When you do math fractals long enough you kick yourself into
treeing just enough to get lost in the shallows of the mathematical sea. None of us would have
made it into the university if we couldn‘t tree, but it‘s not easy. We were the best and we pushed
each other to get closer to ‗God‖ (22). It is only through this application that Binti becomes the
most talented harmonizer of her family. This description of ―treeing‖ at first seems unscientific;
mystical concepts like nirvana and decreasing the metaphysical gap between humans and the
spiritual realm belongs to the expertise of theologians, yogis, and other students of metaphysics.
Furthermore, Okorafor uses treeing to show that there is little difference between
computational mathematics, the human ability to manipulate dimensions, and the prevalence of
historical myths that drive the quest for predicting possibilities, which have become the basis for
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fields like quantum physics theory. To further elucidate the spiritual connectivity that
mathematics invites, a parallel can be drawn to Eric Smith‘s criticism of Vandana Singh‘s work:
―This suggests a much closer affinity with the thought of contemporary philosopher Alain
Badiou, who similarly declares the universal language of mathematics ‗the very site of
ontology,‘ while archly criticizes a contemporary engrossment with categorical identity as
nothing less than the cultural logic of late capital itself‖ (515). This ontological mathematics
becomes the universalizing language to free all from the prescriptive nature of the past, a utopian
projection that is invigorates the novels attempts to resist categories and labels. Therefore,
treeing operates as a Badiouan void of possibility, the gateway to understanding, and the creation
of a liminal space that opens all other spaces: ―I started to tree…while I was in this state, my
father passed me three hundred years of oral knowledge about circuits, wire, metals, oils, heat,
electricity, math current, sand bar…I could communicate with the spirit flow and convince them
to become one current‖ (31). Binti‘s ability to navigate actual outer space trajectories and the
liminal space of history promises that she in turn will be able to master all others.
The reader is unsure of the powers and requirements to become master harmonizers with
the ability to make intergalactic astrolabes, having to fully immerse into the mystification that
spirituality provides which rejects scientific explication. The skill of focused mathematical
computation combined with the spiritual ability to imagine or ―see beyond‖ gifts harmonizers
with true futurity; they have access to countless horizons and command a sensitivity that allows
them to sense the mysterious ―current‖ which can only be described as the energy that
interconnects all life (31). This same current, felt through the Himba‘s skill to create the
astrolabes through their superior ability to tree is what Binti uses to fiddle with her curious edan.
The edan, in Yoruba, holds significant mythological meaning and acts as an infusion of Nigerian
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culture into English that speaks to Okorafor‘s own heritage, blending a Pan-Africanist view of
Africa that incorporates all mythological languages. Okafor‘s projects the mythological as
technology to foreground cultural sites. To this end, Ashcroft‘s concept of history and the future
is helpful: ―The vision of African futures begins in a reformulation of African pasts...having been
driven to the margins of history, postcolonial history is written through literature, by means of
memory and imagination‖ (90). Okorafor expands this vision of the mythic to its logical
conclusions: African mythology is transformative and becomes a kind of epistemological
technology that dissolves the boundaries of mainstream or normative identity; this dissolution in
the future is foundational to leaving Earth and navigating the stars. In Yoruban mythology, the
edan is a tool of the Orishas that protects the users from evil and operates in the liminal to bring
two worlds together (Williams 2). In this futuristic projection, the edan, a source of ancient and
unknown technological use, acts at the conduit for translation that occurs later between Binti and
the seemingly language-bereft Meduse, allowing Okorafor to make the past pliant for present
use. However, these usable horizons do not exist without conflict.
The violent entrance of the Meduse upon the ship headed toward Oomza Uni approaches
the subject of genocidal war and the postcolonial subject‘s ability to deal with trauma. ―Moojhha ki-bira‖ is the Meduse word for righteous genocidal destruction, which in the wake of our
contemporary moment is problematically associated with religious extremist groups that use
terror to send messages, causing devastating ideological forebodings. Moojh-ha ki-bira, known
as the ―great wave,‖ is equated to the Meduse‘s existence as water creatures and the worship of
water. The word ―water‖ is associated with the obliterating factors of war. Likewise, water is
used as the great cleanser of all things in nature. Ironically, in this wave of destruction, Binti is
left unharmed and ―unwashed‖ in both the literal and figurative sense with her tribal otjize
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remaining intact. Following the massacre in the dining hall, she notes that her best friend made a
joke of this while she was still on earth: ―...Dele had joked that if I went, I at least wouldn‘t have
to worry about the Meduse, because I would be the only Himba on the ship. ‗So even if they kill
everyone else, they won‘t even see you!‘ he‘d said. Then he‘d laughed and laughed, sure that I
wasn‘t going away‖ (28). The irony of this statement speaks to the history of the Himba‘s forced
colonial marginality in which they are only seen as exotic props without agency. However,
Binti‘s presence defies annihilation and erasure; she is left alive where her historical ancestors
were left for dead in the Herero genocide, and she stands to navigate the turmoil of a conflict that
is all too familiar for our present reality.
The Meduse are the incarnation of the long-standing conflict of genocidal history and
transgressions against indigenous people, including the institutionalization of mutilation
perpetrated by Oomza Uni in the name of science. The Meduse are victims of a mysterious act of
violence that is revealed later in the novel, stemming from a dislocated time that seems longstanding because the longevity of the Meduse lifespan may be comparatively longer than that of
humans. When the genocide against the prospective Oomza students leaves Binti as the last
survivor, she recalls that ―The trouble between the Meduse and the Khoush was an old fight and
an older disagreement. Somehow, they had agreed to a treaty not to attack each other‘s ships‖
(26). The two warring sides are unable to resolve the conflicts due to what appears to be a lack of
communication since the Meduse‘s language is not physiologically understood by humans. Binti
discovers that the Meduse, unable to communicate with humans, are trying to recover the longmissing body part, a stinger, of their current chief (62). Thus, the Meduse‘s retaliation against the
Khoush is read here as the remembrance of a two-fold history: the mutilation of indigenous
bodies in the name of progress and the troubled history of internal conflict between modern
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African societies leftover from colonial stratification. Once communication is established, the
audience uneasily sympathizes with the Meduse as angry sufferers of oppression, while
condemning them for their senseless acts of murder. Okorafor, while acknowledging the
conditions of past trauma, depicts the way to heal is to create a line of communication to those
who have been wronged and gone unheard.
However, this does not give the Meduse a pass on the immoral justifications for war after
having killed all of Binti‘s classmates; Okorafor posits that revenge should not become the
default position for those who have experienced oppression. Okwu, the Meduse who
communicates with Binti through the edan, states that ―Humans must be killed before they kills
us,‖ to which Binti reasons, ―It spoke like one my brothers, Bena….He was always calling them
evil, though he‘d never traveled to a Koush country or known a Koush‖ (43, 54). To Binti, while
the injustices of the past make the case for a kind of logical vengeance, the propaganda of ―us vs.
them‖ appears to be the same on both sides, which brings into focus an argument of Judith
Butler‘s on the notion of precarity: ―Precarity cuts across identity categories as well as
multicultural maps, thus forming the basis for an alliance focused on opposition to state violence
and its capacity to produce, exploit, and distribute precarity for the purposes of profit and
territorial defense‖ (32). This argument for recognizing lives as precarious complicates the desire
for postcolonial voices to take up arms in violent retribution against the atrocities of colonial
oppression in the present. Instead, Binti becomes reflective of how both sides believe that they
are justified in committing violence, when in reality the shared precarity of life itself should
negate such action for both perpetrators and victims of this violence. Binti contemplates the
source of anger and draws the same parallel to her brother in order to devalue the ideological
propaganda of the righteousness and nobility of war.
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Although the edan functions as a mysterious translator, it alone is not enough to create a
true understanding between two communities who have lost the memory of actual
communication between one another. After Binti makes contact with Okwu, consequently
deconstructing his anger and genocidal inclination toward human beings, their conversation
develops into the process of openness and learning. Together, Binti and the Meduse give
credence to recognizing the untenable and egregious thievery committed by Oomza while
neutralizing the cause for vengeful genocide. Upon reaching an agreement with Okwu to beseech
the Meduse Chief to reach a peaceful agreement with the Khoush, Binti, as Okwu‘s charge,
leaves the Oomza student ship to parlay with the Meduse. After this conversation, Binti says,
―The Meduse. The Meduse are not what we humans think. They are truth. They are clarity. They
are decisive. There are sharp lines and sharp edges. They understand honor and dishonor‖ (66).
In this light, the alien race becomes the tool in which to measure societal standards of ethics and
morality, while finding the source to blame for historical transgressions.
Granted, creating aliens is an agreed-upon norm of SF in general and Okorafor
purposefully becomes no exception to this rule in order to create a critical approach to how the
audience views aliens. Hence, the way that Okorafor chooses to participate in this generic trope
is essential to understanding the general goals of postcolonial science fiction. It becomes useful
to consider John Rieder‘s contemplation on what it means to participate in genre: ―Using
conventional material always involves taking a position towards it, so that interpretation needs to
shuttle between collective ideology and the more or less complex repetition and resistance of it
enacted in the individual text‖ (21). In each generic SF trope, Okorafor enlists the typified story
arc of space travel of the genre while simultaneously subverting it. To clarify this point further,
Rieder‘s essay on the complexities of genre states, ―What this understanding of ‗literature‘ puts
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at stake is much less the prescriptive force of generic boundaries than the play of expectation and
surprise in a text‘s handling of them, as in the stark opposition in Jauss‘ reception theory
between innovative strategies and the understanding of genre itself as a set of predictable and
eventually worn out conventions‖ (199). While Okorafor reproduces typical SF tropes, her
insistence upon showing the overblown use of the narrative arc allows for her characters to move
in and out of these constraints. Hence, silent, threatening tentacled-space monsters are
frightening until they are given voices, exotic red-clay painted young women are lurid until they
are given minds, and diversified institutions are on the brink of disaster until they make the
decision to heal traumas of the past despite the ambitions of science and industry. This follows
with popular science fiction tales like that of the diplomacy found in the ever-popular Star Trek,
Okorafor‘s work differs by placing the desires of humanity in the hands of an Earth alien: a
Himba girl. Therefore, the goals of humanity are brought to fruition via the marginalized beyond
the explorative militarized unit of Star Trek’s Federation. Binti‘s identity is decidedly fluid,
marked by the aesthetic boundaries of tradition yet encompassing the free latent potential to
become anything or anyone, which exceeds the promotion of inclusivity that comes only to those
associated with the Federation in Star Trek.
Okorafor‘s protagonist reflects the sociological transformation of understanding and
compassion required to humanize the Other. In order for Binti to reach Oomza intact to deliver
the message of the Meduse‘s request, she must undergo a shocking transformation: ―I slowly
lifted up one of my locks and brought it forward, I rubbed off the otjize. It glowed a strong deep
blue like the sky back on earth on a clear day, like Okwu and so many other Meduse...My hair
was no longer hair‖ (81). This phenomenon affords Binti the ability to communicate with the
Meduse without the use of the edan, and is only able to become half Meduse through her hyper-
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sensitized position as master harmonizer. In addition, this transformation speaks to the ambitious
work that Okorafor creates; in order to engage in something new, the precepts of the old must act
as scaffolding for imagining something that has yet to come into existence. The past
continuously furnishes new material for the present. Binti‘s new crown, her hair that is not hair,
her antennae to the universe that speaks to a Pan-Africanist Rastafarian philosophy of a
metaphysical connectivity to a universal spiritual plane via dreadlocks, communicates the sense
that there is no such thing as cultural or historical purity. Binti even reasons that she is ―not fully
Himba anymore,‖ yet it seems that this natural loss via exchange began the moment that she
decided to steal away from home (82).
With Binti‘s sojourn in mind, the chief resolution to the Koush and Meduse conflict is
simple and swift: the utopian desire to create a better world requires both acknowledgement and
reparations for loss and trauma. Binti, after her short time understanding the Meduse‘s plight,
makes the case for the Meduse in front of the entire mixed alien and human faculty of Oomza.
The Socratic discussion of the professors immediately ensues, giving snatches of disparate
conversation from a myriad of irreconcilable viewpoints in various languages that magically
come to a sensible conclusion. This pooling of difference, after all, is the intended goal of
academic diversity and progress; each voice at Oomza is listened to thoroughly. After a long
talk amongst scholars, the professors vote in favor of the slighted Meduse, agreeing to return the
stinger to the chief. They reason that ―Oomza protocol is based on honor, respect, wisdom, and
knowledge. We will return it to you immediately‖(78). Of course, this decision is at odds with
past scientific discourse, which dictated that there were once no ethical boundaries considered
when it came to people of color, concluding that the scientific ends always justified the means. In
this light, the sovereignty of positivist discourse once blurred the lines of outright cruelty in the
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form of such scientific experimentation like craniometrics, psychiatric lobotomy, the Tuskegee
experiments, the parceling of Sarah Baartman‘s physical form, and Henrietta Lacks‘ stolen cells
that still persists in the present. The University of Okafor‘s imagining demonstrates that the lofty
goals of humanistic endeavor and compassion are the first priority.
Okorafor makes the case for two utopian constructions that positively help to approach
the present: (1) negotiations are best when all sides are listened to equally and democratically
vote in favor of what is morally acceptable and (2) the primary roles of societal institutions are to
be harbingers of change, compassion, and healing. In times where the social and political climate
is fraught with injustices, the novella proposes that centers of knowledge should lead the charge
in progressively making things right. Thus, the conclusion of Nnedi Okorafor‘s Binti is
satisfyingly open. After resolving the war between the Meduse and Koush, Binti and her newlymade Meduse friend Okwu, who has become a student at the university as an agreement to open
diplomatic relations between the formerly warring nations, settle easily into life as students. Still,
Binti is troubled by the way that she has left home. After acting as an avatar for the Meduse and
crossing light years to reach Oomza, she looks back to her place of origin. She says: ―I sat in the
silence of my room looking at my edan as I sent out a signal to my family with my astrolabe.
Outside was dark and I looked into the sky, at the stars, knowing the pink one was home. The
first to answer was my mother‖ (90). Her call home denotes that although Binti is capable of
saving the galaxy and participating as a true student of the universe, she must journey full circle
to confront the past. Readers are not privy to the conversation that takes place between her and
her family, but Binti‘s courage through her trials prepares her for the potentially difficult
conversation.
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This homage to answering to the elders of her community demonstrates the circular
progression of time and honoring family as a sacred African tradition that prioritizes instead of
neglects the function of community. Ashcroft‘s insights about circular momentum might be
productively applied to Binti‘s call home: ―The symbol of the sphere, which transforms old
hierarchical structures into a model of integration and harmony, perfectly captures the idea of the
past reinvigorating the present through a vision of the future‖ (Ashcroft 87). Therefore, Binti
must bring her knowledge back to Earth and impart her wisdom in order for her journey to gain
clarity and meaning. Much like the Sankofa bird, Binti‘s wistful looking outward toward Earth is
also looking behind her as her newly transformed body carries her forward. Her Sankofa
moment is not solely derived from her entrance into Oomza Uni, but instead is showcased by her
survival and subsequent immersion into the respective alien other: the Meduse.
The utopian promise of Binti is highly celebrated by SF readership for good reason:
rather than reify former tales of a demonized ahistorical superstitious Africa, Nnedi Okorafor
upends the contents of African tribal history onto the desk of SF in order to estrange readers
from any popularly accepted reality. The work reasons that marginalized figures constantly
contribute to the larger tapestry of the past, present, and future. She challenges the frames of war
through brokering intergalactic peace; she deconstructs race by eliminating whiteness as a
persevering future social construct; and she confounds the notion of ethno-science by using hard
science as a way to understand that nothing has to be lost to indigenous people‘s cultural sanctity
when they agree to participate in the scientific method through a metaphysical lens. In fact,
Okafor insists that African societies have always used mathematics, reason, and logical
deduction, down to the geometrical design of plaiting braids in African culture. Thus, Binti‘s
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position as master harmonizer negotiates harmonious balance and contemplation of alternative
futures to invite the reader to see a more complete version of the universe.
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CONCLUSION

Upon reviewing the works of N. K. Jemisin, Nisi Shawl, and Nnedi Okorafor together,
the dialectical nature of Afro-diasporic utopian creation becomes clear. Each writer contemplates
different aspects of black and brown liberation. The utopias use the novel form as a necessary
apparatus against capitalistic progress and reinvented forms of slavery and power, discrediting
positivistic leanings that discount indigenous knowledge. In addition, the works deconstruct
genre in order for more critically engaged narratives to emerge.
However, while their works demonstrate a necessary treatment for past conflicts and
present issues for modern readers, their utopias demonstrate social tensions that navigate serious
issues in order to reshape the world. While Binti attempts to overturn interpretations of tribal
African heritage as unknowable, the novella still is complicit in seeing cosmopolitan futures as
the way to redeem Afro-knowledge, thereby continuing in a form of neocolonial thinking that
assimilates Binti‘s Himba into the intergalactic fold. Equally, Everfair turns the whimsy of
SteamPunk on its head by visiting a historical site of trauma that modernism has attempted to
obscure. Yet, Shawl‘s narrative ends by seeing the dissolution of democracy in favor of an
African monarchy in order to keep the sanctity of African heritage intact, which demonstrates
Utopia‘s implicit instability that results in destruction. Lastly, Jemisin‘s The Fifth Season weaves
together multi-layered social and political forms to demonstrate that postmodernism
continuously functions in the habit and dress of empire. Yet, the nihilistic vision of the future
depicted in the first novel of the trilogy approaches a grim contemplation: must lives be lost in
order to change the dynamics of history once and for all?
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While my project attempts to answer these questions to the best of my ability, my focus is
to illumine the importance of why these visions of utopia are essential to the progression of SF,
genre studies, and Afro-diasporic fiction. By reading this tapestry of intersectional and
multimodal uses of storytelling, the boundaries of genre that previous scholars have
unintentionally placed are repeatedly broken. If, to Darko Suvin‘s and Carl Freedmen‘s position,
SF is inherently a critically engaged genre, then it stands to reason that black participation is
necessary to new sociological, political, and economical insights into past, present, and future
critical frameworks. Since, more often than not, black representation itself is seen as a form of
socio-political protest because global audiences are made aware of historical strife, then each
form of representation in SF is necessary to unlock the novum that Suvin upholds.
Finally, the overarching point that brought me to this project was the importance of
placing value on the metaphysical and mythological stories that guide African epistemologies.
Hegel, in constructing his notions of dialectical history, removed history from Africa altogether,
erasing the richness of the profound and variant practices of African people, and subsequently its
diasporic narratives: ―The Negroes indulge, therefore, that perfect contempt for humanity, which
in its bearing on Justice and Morality is the fundamental characteristic of the race. They have
moreover no knowledge of the immortality of the soul‖ (113). SF offers a way to reclaim those
cultures, to demonstrate that not only is African historic, but the very foundations of all global
realities have been shaped and molded by its existence and repression. Using China Mieville‘s
argument as my fundamental guide, I argue that fantasy is just as important as empirical science
in Afro-diasporic texts. In order to find places of hope in the bleak and troubling present, it is
vital, as Nalo Hopkinson says, to fill the ―elephant shaped hole‖ that exists today for the sake of
the future.
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